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The first meeting of the University of Alberta Senate was held. hi the Independent Order of
Odd Fellows Hall on Monday, 30March, 1908. Premier Rutherford addressed the meeting
to announce that two hundred and Afty-eight acres of land. had been procured, for the
University and that about eleven thousand dollars was available forirnmediate use. Dr Tory
announced that thirty-five to forty students could be expected to attend the University in its
first semester and

the sum of two hundred dollars was set aside for scholarships to. which Mr McDougall
added five hundred dollars and Dr Rutherford a further hundred.

The History of the University of Alberta 1908 1969
Dr. Walter Johns
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

RE Daunt ilductioll Scr.
The T Force on Student Finance was struck by the Senate in response to a manifest increase in the use of
emergency funding by students at the University. Financial problems for some are recognized as inevitable in an
environment of riconomic restraint. Costs associated with attaining a university education are escalating with no
apparent end. In Sight, accompanied by a decrease in overall loan funding, increased pressure on the parental purse
alt', market for summer and part-time employment.

Through a process of interview, information gathering and discussion the Task Force realized that a dynamic change
is taking place in the demographic characteristics of the University student or would-be student who must confront
the policies of the lending agencies and the reluctance of the University to be enterprising and proactive in
addressing the need for change. Concurrent studies on child care by the Council on Student Life and a detailed
examination of graduate students' finances by the Graduate Students' Association should lead toward imaginative
solutions.

Four themes emerged from the discussions and reports received by the Task Force: a change in student population
creating students with special needs (single parents, mature students with families, students of minority groups and
international students); the outdated criteria used by both the University and the Students Finance Board with respect
to these students; the lack of communication with respect to policies on scholarships, bursaries and emergency
funding; and finally the apparent lack of flexibility in dealing with students with special needs.

While funding was found to be inadequate in some Stances, the greater problems seemed to emerge from a lack
of information, the inaccessibility of decision makers and frustration with the appeal process, that is the necessity
of having to prove need even when a situation obviously demanded it.

Barriers must be breached at many levels. Some of the recommended changes would seem to be modest, others
less so. Some require funding; not all do. It is important that students and their supporters, including the public,
have explicit and up-to-date information. It is important that this be communicated and interpreted correctly, that
people are valued and programs tailored with flexibility so as to meet the needs of an increasingly diverse student
body.

Society must be encouraged to understand that investment in the education of its brightest minds has a wealth of
benefits, wide ranging and long term. The dissemination of known:4:3e, the inquisitive quest which spurs research
activity in the social and natural sciences, and a more generally informed public must not be undervalued or taken
for granted.

As our globe contracts and all nations become our neighbours it is essential that we make the commitment to share
with them in learning, to travel a mutual path to development and trade and to ensure that Alberta and Canada are
able to respond comfortably and confidently when called upon to take the initiative or to be partners in global
investment activity. With this thought for the future we would encourage the University, the government and the
community to welcome foreign students and to explore opportunities for our own citizens to travel and study abroad.

When you limit the amount of money you spend
on financial aid, you limit the talent and
diversity of the student body

Marlyn McGrath Lewis
Director of Admissions Harvard University
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Recommendation #2

existing course load requirements for either Canada or Alberta Student Loans.

014,14?,1110,14 rfilr,

ecommendation #3
the Board of Go

the pollen
t14

n, specific and well publicized exemptions for non - traditional students be determined
not relegated to appeal.

rs be asked to review its policy with respect to differential fees for foreign students taking intodr.

ri neral Faculties Council, the practices at other universities, and the contribution that foreign
niversity of Alberta.

Recommendation #4
That the Alberta Government waive the differential fee for foreign students.

Recommendation #5
That the Department of Indian Affairs support all native students who are granted admission to the University and review
the barriers that prevent students from accessing degrees at the same level.

Recommendation #6
That the University review its policy with respect to the cost of student housing and recognize the contribution that housing
makes to the quality of a student's life.

Recommendation #7
That the University and the Graduate Students' Association work together to find space for and organize a furniture and
winter clothing exchange for the use of international and out-of-city students.

Recommendation #8
That the monthly living allowance defined by the Students Finance Board be raised to an appropriate level, that it be
indexed to inflation in future years and that the maximum loan amount be adjusted to ensure that students have a total
income at least equal to the current level of social assistance.

Recommendation #9
That the Students Finance Board allow students to keep a larger portion of their part-time earnings and that a more
flexible measure be used to determine the value of part -time earnings.

Recommendation #10
That the Students Finance Board not require the liquidation of RRSPs as pan of the qualification process for student
loans, except in those cases where the RRSP has been established within the preceding twenty-four months.

Recommendation #11
That the Students Finance Board reconsider the exclusive use of Line 150 of the Revenue Canada income Tax form as
an assessment of parental ability to pay.

Recommendation #12
That the required parental contribution be revised to better reflect the prevailing economic conditions and the actual
financial status of the family, and to respect the independence of the student.

Recommendation #13
That the University strive to achieve the General Faculties Council goal of merit based awards for the top 5% of students
in each faculty within the next five years.

Recommendation #14
That the University distinguish between "merit" and "need" in its scholarship and bursary system and clarify the criteria
for all awards.

Recommendation #15
That the Students Finance Board recognize scholarship monies as a prize and not penalize outstanding performance.

V
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*ore
the University o se the number and value of awards directed at targeted groups, including students who are

Al' < tsabled and single parents, regardless of course load; and that the 1990 General Faculties Council
poll '1 eligibility of part-time students be extended to cover as many awards as possible.

the number and value of awards for continuing undergraduate students - those in third or

!iglaition and fees be accompanied by increased funding of need-based awards.

Recommendation 019
That the University ensure that criteria for financial assistance and awards are clearly and accurately communicated by
means of a distinctive publication and related computer program.

Recommendation 020
That Department Chairs be required to be fiscally responsible in admitting only the number of graduate students who can
be fully supported so that no graduate student's studies will be interrupted because of insufficient funding.

Recommendation 021
That the Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research together with the International Centre prepare and communicate
updated information about anticipated costs of study and fee changes at the University of Alberta as well as of the services
that are available to assist students to meet their financial obligations.

Recommendation 022
That the University improve financial services available to students, including:
a) expansion of the Student Financial Aid and Information Centre;
b) increased counselling of students, recognizing that many students face unfamiliar financial situations often for the
first time in their lives; and
c) coordination and consolidation of existing services in one readily accessible location where confidentiality is
respected and maintained.

Recommendation 023
That Strategic Long Term Planning be undertaken by the Students Finance Board so that the financial needs of the
emerging University student may be anticipated.

Recommendation la/
That the Students Finance Board adopt a more student centred approach, with a friendly front line which is seen to be
supportive of clients, and well trained counsellors who can realistically assess individual needs.

Recommendation 025
That flexibility be enhanced in loan repayment schedules and that repayment be made through a surtax on federal income
tax which would be dependent on income level.

Recommendation 026
That Minna Advanced Education coordinate a study designed to examine the feasibility of an "income contingency" model
for handling the repayment of student loans.

Recommendation 027
That the Students Finance Boon! take account, in its policies and procedures, of the fact that there are major
discrepancies in delinquency rates across the diversity of postsecondary institutions.

Recommendation 028
That a progress report with regard to actions resulting from these recommendations be presented to the Senate within two
years.

vi
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unding access to today's
question of the financing of

education looms high. With the
growing crunch between rising costs and diminished
public support of higher education, the questions of
who should have access and what support the student
can expect in order to participate have been raised
repeatedly.

The sharing of economic resources among all of the
population is a goal which has yet to be realized. In
the present situation access to postsecondary
education (which has never been considered to be
compulsory and therefore funded through the tax
system) is limited to those who can pay for it. The
assumption among educators is that there are many
persons whose financial circumstances preclude their
participation in higher eduction but whose
contribution to society would be greatly enhanced
were they given the opportunity to participate. The
Chapman study of financing tertiary education in
Australia emphasizes the importance of ensuring that
all persons with the potential to benefit from
postsecondary education should be able to do so.
The rationale is as follows: "Education is seen to be
important to cultural and political sophistication, and
to enable economic development and greater
productivity. It also offers a potential pathway for
the disadvantaged to escape poverty which is so often
associated with a lack of educational opportunities"'.

The debate about access and the financing of
education becomes one of determining just what are
the best uses of the available public resources. It is
clear that there is a certain segment of the population
which sees an inherent value in higher education and
which is prepared to provide the financing for that
education with, in some instances, heavy family
sacrifice. On the other hand there are families who
reckon that the foregone familial income experienced
while a family member is pursuing advanced
educational goals is not worth the sacrifice. There
are individuals who, even if they understood the
benefits, could not afford to take advantage of further
education. The appropriate level of government
intervention in facilitating arc..cs to postsecondary
education must be flexible enough to deal with all the
complexities of access and at the same time be
sensitive to a wide range of circumstances which
affect the ability of an individual to participate.

The University student of the 1990s comes in a
variety pack. No longer necessarily the eighteen to
twenty-two year old coming wide-eyed out of high
school, often living at home and totally supported by
parents, but increasingly a person who must make
choices, choices which may well involve enormous
sacrifice and have an impact not just on the student
but on dependents as well. The student of the '90s is
a product of the free wheeling '30s when earning
potential was grand, spending rampant, expectations
rosy and there seemed no limit to one's possibilities.
To have space, live comfortably, dress with style,
enjoy entertainment and have a beer at the bar with
friends on Friday night became the reality.
Everything was possible. A recognition of individual
rights had made it possible, too, for all qualified
students to attend the University, be they
disadvantaged, disabled, mature or attending on a
part-time basis.

Quite suddenly points in this perfect universe
converged to create a crisis. Governments were
faced with a severe financial predicament, universities
with shrinking budgets, and students with their
illusions have been caught in the fallout. Traditional
programs for traditional students must be reexamined,
and as this decade demands, we must begin to look
not necessarily for increased funding but a way of
being creative and flexible to fit the need of every
individual who would see the possibility of
postsecondary education at the University of Alberta
as a reality.

Although the rising cost of tuition may focus the
anxiety for students and become the rallying point for
their anger, it has been documented that tuition fees
are not the most significant factor as a barrier to
access or continuation for the university student.
Much more meaningful in terms of real costs are the
associated expenses - books, shelter, food,
entertainment, day care, transportation and foregone
incorne.2
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though the great majority
and twenty-three years of

age, social changes such as the rise in the median age
of the North Amcan population, the technological
advances de g retraining and continuing

u ti e influences of the women's
e all contributed to the influx of elder

students to university campuses.

As we rush headlong into the twenty-first century it
is imperative that the concept of a learning culture be
understood and adopted. This implies acceptance of
the notion of lifelong learning in which learning
activities and institutions tend to be regarded as
investments rather than costs. As the world moves to
a knowledge-based economy, as technology provides
the impetus toward smarter jobs and as industrial
competitors around the world join in the rush to do
better at inventing, designing, manufacturing and
marketing, the University must be prepared to
confiont the fallout. We must assert our place in a
knowledge based economy.

Impacting on the University of Alberta is the reality
of the global village. A freer flow of trade and
people is undeniable. More and more often graduates
from universities around the world are seeking
opportunities to study at Canadian institutions. It is
incumbent upon the University to consider its
responsibility as well as its reputation as an
international centre of learning and to reach out as we
attempt to stay at the forefront of development in a
changing world.

The ramifications of this changing environment are
legion, but for the University they are essentially seen
in demographics. The average age of the student at
the University of Alberta is now twenty-seven. More
students than ever are married and raising children,
foregoing income and divesting themselves of savings
in order to ensure subsequent prosperity or an
enhanced quality of life. Adults will change careers
four to five times during their working lifetime, and
there will be fewer young people to enter the
workforce'.

Thus a new dimension to the postsecondary
experience must be considered. Services for students
must be modified to accommodate the changing face.
Fundamental in this cbange is the question of

2

financial support. Foregone income may be the
largest single expense to the older student, but
extraordinary expenses may arise within a family that
is being supported or because of a lifestyle that is
hard to simplify.

At the Senate meeting on 26 April 1991 the Dean of
Strident Services called on the Senate to establish a
Task Force to examine the state of student finances.
The call came in response to a feeling of fear and
dismay on the Campus prompted by rising costs, an
escalating difficulty in securing funding, an
inundation of the Emergency Loans and Bursaries
Centre and new government policies on tuition
increases and fee differentials for foreign students.
The Senate recognized the need and promptly
answered.

It became the responsibility of the Task Force to sort
out these many factors through the processes of
interview, consultation and reading. This report
attempts to provide an understanding of the problems
faced by students at the University of Alberta in
financing their education; to examine the University's
systems of assisting them; to explain the opportunities
available and to consider the polities and procedures
used by the Students Finance Board in attempting to
respond to requests for financial assistance.

The results were enlightening - sometimes
distressing, but almost never overwhelming. It is in
this spirit of optimism and confidence in the future of
our University and its students that we bring this
report to you.
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0 is 1 student? Is he a young

eager eighteen year old setting forth on an unknown
path, clothes well essed by his mother, savings
bonds in the b e mast beef on the table, sure

er the adventure of calculus and
emment? Can he secure a loan that will

afford him a degree of responsibility, choice and
security to make decisions about his future at a time
that suits him?

He is more likely a she, for over fifty per cent of
students now enrolled at the University of Alberta are
women. She is usually between the ages of eighteen
and twenty -three if a full-time student, and
overwhelmingly in the majority in every age group if
attending part-time. As a full-time student she lags
slightly behind her male cohort in the twenty-four to
thirty-five year old category but outpaces him if
enrolled in spring and summer sessions. She may
have children, or parents who have been forced to
declare bankruptcy, be a part of a minority group or
live away from home.

The demographic trends indicate that the student body
of the 1990s presents a picture very different from
that of some years ago. Not only is the person
different, but the environment, support systems and
expectations have changed. It cannot be expected
that plans that were established in 1964 and budgets
that were set in 1984 and administered to meet a
middle class norm will fit the reality of the student in
1992. Nor can it be expected that policies written in
stone at this moment will serve the student in the
years ahead.

The student body at the University of Alberta, almost
30,000 in all, is a complex entity. Twenty-five
thousand six hundred are undergraduates and 4,200
are graduate students. Within each of these large
groups are full-time/part-time, single/married,
Canadian/international, teenager as well as mature
students. Each has specific needs, concerns or
anxieties, but the common goal is to accumulate
knowledge and absorb an education. The student
must be allowed to do this in a climate unfettered by
financial worries. Forty-eight per cent of students at
the University of Alberta have loans from the Canada
and Alberta Student Loan Plans.

The loan process is often a stumbling block for

students and obviously the source of much anxiety,
from the way people are treated on the front line to
the all too frequent time and energy consuming
appeal that is needed to secure the loan. It would
seem, too, that the University is woefully
underfunded in terms of scholarships and bursaries.

ENROLMENT BY SEX AND STUDY LEVEL
UMVERSITY OF ALBERTA - 25 YEAR TREND

100%{
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I. Classification of Students

i. By enrolment

Undergraduate students are those who are registered
in a program leading to a Bachelor's dee se or first
professional degree (or equivalent). A student's
registration status can fall into one of two categories:

a. Full-time students: those who are registered for
credit in nine units of course weight or more (3 - 5
courses) in one term.

b. Part-time students: those who are registered for
credit in fewer than nine units of course weight (less
than 3 courses) in one term.

Graduate students are those who hold the Bachelor's
degree or first professional degree (or equivalent) and
are enrolled in a program leading to a graduate
degree such as a Master's or PhD. These students
are designated as "full-time" or "part-time" by the
Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research according
to their workload of courses and/or research.
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S atlil normal course load as
that which is prescribed by the Faculty concerned to
be taken by the student during each academic year in
order to complete the degree program within the

o three penod. (This, with the notable
most professional faculties, is generally

five subjects taken at any one time). The full-time
student is considered to be one who takes at least
60% of a full course load. This has become an
important option for many students and for a variety
of reasons.

The Task Force heard a number of submissions
regarding proposed changes to the Canada and
Alberta Student Loan Plans which would increase the
course load required by students in order to become
eligible for funding. Both students and the University
administration outlined a number of deleterious
effects such a change could have. The Task Force is
particularly concerned about the effect on non-
traditional students, especially Aboriginal students in
the Transition Year Program who currently take 60 %
of a full course load. In March of 1992 the Minister
of Advanced Education stated that "There was
general agreement by all ministers that for students in
our postsecondary system to be serious about their
studies and continue to access Canada Student Loans
they must take an 80% course load". The Task
Force has concluded that there are many legitimate
and desirable reasons for a student to take less than
an 80% course load. Study at a 60% level is not
indicative of a frivolous attitude toward education,
nor of a simple *lifestyle choice" which the taxpayer
should not be obliged to fund. Indeed it is often the
case that students studying at that level are some of
the most serious and dedicated at the University. The
president of the Aboriginal Law Students Association
referred to the work he and his fellow students were
attempting as nothing less than an "effort to alter the
course of their lives". Mature students and those
with families may find it difficult or impossible to
construct a schedule which balances all of their
commitments; students who are new to the University
environment and who have significant adjustments to
make are not taking three courses as a matter of
luxury or convenience; they are doing the best
possible to break the cycle of poverty, further their
education and improve themselves and their society.

A change to the definition of Ml time student would

4

increase the rigidity of the system at precisely the
moment when greater flexibility is needed. Ever
increasing numbers of women and non-traditional
students are seeking out university education. Their
needs are substantially different from traditional
students, and they form a disproportionate number of
those who require financial assistance to obtain an
education.

The issue seems to have less to do with the
"seriousness of a student's study" and more to do
with further attempts to reduce the total amount
dispensed in student assistance. Yet there has been
no study or confirmation that a change in definition
would actually help the budgetary situation. It would
seem a regressive step to have. the Government
change its policies at this time. It can be argued that
more than ever the system must accommodate the
changing needs of the students -- become more
flexible and allow for more diversity in educational
patterns. (Appendix #3)

For all of these reasons the Task Force recommends:

Recommendation #1
That no change be made to existing course load
requirements for either Canada or Alberta Student
Loans.

Recommendation #2
That if such a change is undertaken, specific and
well publicized exemptions for non-traditional
students be determined on the original application
and not relegated to appeal.

iii. By demographics

It is impossible to say just how many students are
supported to what level by their parents. Although
demographic patterns are changing it is still the
eighteen to twenty-one year olds who comprise our
largest student group.

The government support through grants and loans is
a need-based program. It is therefore incumbent
upon families with any means at all to contribute
financially toward their children's education for the
first three years following high school graduation.
This principle raises some questions. Young people
today tend to be fiercely independent. Many have
worked to contribute to their own needs throughout
their secondary schooling. Their image of
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it spending patterns
faced with an increased

load and the decreased resources resulting from more
time applied to study and less to the labour force
becomes an issue some distress. There are, it

d Sang young people who would be
46cirry the burden of a student loan and

debt in order to preserve their

Ics

subsequent
independence.

The independence of students of all ages must be
recognized in any discussion of student finance.
Hand in hand with independence is awareness and
education. The recently instituted Career and Life
Management curriculum in Alberta high schools is to
be commended. Nevertheless, students frequently
arrive at this juncture in a career unable to manage
their own resources. Too little information may have
been given to them, too little attention paid when the
information seemed irrelevant. In its submission to
the Task Force the Students' Union addressed the
lack of financial knowledge with which many students
leave high school, unable to understand mortgages,
mill rates or meat prices, how to finance a car, a
bank loan or simply how to balance a chequebook.
If students are to be independent and fiscally
responsible they must be aware of many issues. The
Students' Union and Student Services have together
established and funded the Student Financial Aid and
Information Centre, staffed by three people, one of
whom has the task of providing details on funding
and budgeting to students and their families as well as
offering consumer education workshops. It would
seem that frequently students avail themselves of
these services only after they are faced with a
monetary shortfall.

Too often the automatic response is to access a
student loan, oblivious to the consequences upon
graduation. Knowledge and planning could well
lessen some of the blows, and encourage a reasoned
expectation in student living. Credit has become a
password in our society, sometimes a gateway to
instant reward, but often a means of meeting basic
needs as alternative sources of funding dwindle.
Credit cards are easily securable for students and well
advertised across the Campus. If a student loan is
the vehicle by which the student can access the
University it is essential that there be an awareness of
the procedure by which to apply for and obtain the
loan and to consolidate it at the end of one's studies.

5

It is the recommendation of the Student's Union that
the University implement a first year orientation
course and that it include financial management as
part of the curriculum.

AVERAGE AGE OF STUDENT POPULATION
UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA - 25 YEAR TREND
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iv. The mature student

An assumption is made that the University student is
a carefree individual whose daily life revolves around
self going to classes and studying, perhaps
spending some hours at a part-time job and probably
socializing with one's peers.

Increasingly a different face is emerging. Students
are older, have family responsibilities, are often
women and may carry fewer courses over a greater
number of years. This is true in both graduate and
undergraduate studies.

Certain philosophical beliefs have had an impact on
the large increase in numbers of mature students at
universities. Today's society has acknowledged that
individuals of any age should have access to
educational opportunities to enhance their interests
and talents. A university education has come to be
seen as a lifelong process involving periodic
retraining and continuing education, rather than as a
part of school progression. In all probability, the
number of older students at universities will continue
to increase in years to come.
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Mature students are, of course, a varied group. A
significant proportion are lone parent women who
face considerable odds in completing a degree, not
the least of which is financial. These women am
considered to be students with special circumstances
by the Students Finance Board, and are funded as
such (that is up to $13,950 per academic year total
loan and grant).

Lone parent students, particularly female ones,
experience many unique problems. As a group they
have more financial problems to begin with. If they
are on welfare assistance, their economic situation is
particularly fragile. Child care needs are demanding
at this particular point in the life cycle and often these
students have a very limited support network to
provide the emotional and physical resources to assist
in times of stress. While education provides a
window of opportunity to this group, it adds another
layer of demanding roles to an already bulging
complex. Few instructors or administrators can tell
just by looking that the student in front of them at
nine in the morning has already done a load of
laundry, travelled by bus to drop off her children at
a day care centre, and sandwiched in a quick visit to
the library. Timetabling difficulties, poorly planned
service delivery, lack of supportive networks, and
outdated scholarship and financial support policies
plague this group of students'.
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Student parents studying to escape the cycle of
poverty may be willing to make enormous sacrifices
themselves, but are reluctant to see their children
tolerate increased restraint. They are investing in the
future and cannot afford to have this interfered with.

vi. The international student

The University of Alberta has long been host to
students from other countries. In 1986 the General
Faculties Council and the Board of Governors
adopted the International Student Policy which both
acknowledges the contribution foreign students and
their families make to the University community and
outlines the University's commitment to international
students. (Appendix #4)

The goal of this Policy is that eventually all U of A
students be defined as international students, that is
that students are international in their perspective. It
is in this context that we must consider the activities
of foreign students in our University community as
well as our ability to enable Canadian students to
participate in a foreign environment.

Foreign students at the University of Alberta must
pay a 100% differential in tuition and fees. Their
participation in a new environment is severely
hampered by financial constraints. While the
differential fee may be the most significant expense
unique to foreign student-. (.'her expenses cannot be
ignored. When settlement, health care, immigration
and income tax expenses are considered above and
beyond the regular costs of living the burden on
foreign students is considerable. Many are limited in
access to resources to finance their education. Many
come from countries where there are no government
loan programs, where wages are too low to save
sufficient funds to study in Canada and where there
are restrictions on the amount of currency that can be
taken out of the country. Employment for foreign
students is now restricted to that which may be found
on the University campus, and they are not eligible to
participate in the Canada Student Loan Plan or its
provincial counterpart. Although the spouse of a
foreign student may be legally entitled to seek
employment it is, in the current economic climate,
almost impossible to find a job even with
compensation at or only slightly above the minimum
wage. Child care may be a particularly onerous load
and in fact the spouse may choose not to work at all
in order to avoid the cost of care.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Indeed, an overview of the academic staff at the
University of Alberta shows that the majority have
themselves benefited from the chance to study not
only outside of the province, but out of the country.

The Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research ad hoc
Committee on Differential Fees for Foreign Graduate
Students (September 1991) found that of the
universities in the four western provinces it was only
those in the Province of Alberta which exact a
surcharge on the graduate student. The University of
Calgary has established a university fund to help
foreign students with their fees. Eastern Canadian
Universities which have been directed to charge
foreign graduate students differential fees have well
established and advertised fee waiver programs that
help them recruit outstanding foreign graduate
students. The Province of Alberta is in fact the only
one which allows the differential fee to flow directly
to the universities. The effect of this is to place the
University in a conflict of interest between needing
revenue and wanting to assist students.

Foreign students enrich our campus, providing a
much needed international dimension. Through the
unique perspectives they bring to classroom
discussions and through participation outside the
classroom they increase the opportunities for
Canadians to become international. We must
continue to attract the best foreign students, to afford
them the opportunity of participating in our faculties
without undue hardship, to maintain the links
established within our global village and to ever avail
ourselves of the chance to forge new ones.

Upon completing their degrees and returning home
many students will fulfill leadership roles. The
goodwill these students feel towards Alberta, Canada
and the University has substantial benefits to
Albertans in terms of future economic opportunities
and our part in the global village.

7

Recommendation #3
That the Board of Governors be asked to review its
policy with respect to differential fees for foreign
students taking into account the policy of General
Faculties Council, the practices at other universities,
and the contribution that foreign students make to
the University of Alberta.

Recommendation #4
That the Alberta Government waive the differential
fee for foreign students.

vii. The aboriginal student

A special piece of the jigsaw that is the student body
is the native student, recognized by Native Student
Services and sometimes funded as a separate entity.
Students who are Treaty, Status, Inuit or recognized
under Bill C-31 may be funded by the Department of
Indian Affairs, often through their Band. Funds have
been cut back and a "priority" ranking established,
creating a difficult and unrealistic situation whereby
it is only the continuing student, that is one carrying
on from past to current academic year without a
break in studies, who is assured of funding. At the
present time most native students seeking entrance to
the University are mature students and consequently
relegated to Priority #3, a postsecondary student
returning after a break in studies; or Priority #4, one
who starts postsecondary studies after a break from
high school. Funding for them is now almost
impossible without some technicality being explored
which will allow access, or resorting to the channels
open to all students. Monies will not be found for
two degrees "at the same level"; a Master's and
Doctoral program are seen to be the same level.

Metis and non-status Indians must apply to the Stu-
dents Finance Board or for bursary funding through
Alberta Family and Social Services, Northern Devel-
opment Council or private corporations who may
require a service commitment on completion of study.

The aboriginal student is almost always a mature
student, often with dependents and acing a return to
study in an unfamiliar situation. Generosity and
sharing are a cultural tradition which can leave the
student without enough to cover expenses. The re-
entry is likely to be eased by the Transition Year
Program which allows the student to study in a
supportive environment and renew faded abilities
such as study skills and writing effectiveness.

e
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Recommendation #5
That the Department of Indian Affairs support all
native students who are granted admission to the
University and review the barriers that prevent
students from accessing degrees at the same level.

IL Student Needs

The neediest students should be supported at a level
that is adequate for them and all programs of
assistance be should be client centred and flexible.
These neediest students are likely to be married or
single parents or those who represent the non-
traditional student. The President of the Aboriginal
Law Students' Association eloquently described the
need to attract and maintain students of Aboriginal
descent, both by assuring them of adequate resources
and customizing loan programs so that achievements
and special needs are recognized, "It is hoped that
those students whose needs and efforts exceed those
of the average student will be allowed to accept extra
funding without fear of reprisal from the Board".
His colleague, a first year Law student from
Yellowknife, lives in a family of five with a monthly
income of $1,100 which must cover everything from
dental expenses to school field trips. The austerity
implicit in this kind of financial restriction can only
be imagined when the Edmonton Social Planning
Council defines the monthly need of the standard
family of four as close to $2,180 each month.

i. Fees

The current Alberta Government tuition fee policy
was issued in April of 1991 and assumes that students
will make a reasonable contribution to the costs of
postsecondary education relative to the benefits they
receive and the contribution made by taxpayer. Thus
fees may increase by about two hundred dollars each
year until a fee revenue ceiling is reached which is no
more than twenty per cent of the University's net

8

operating expenditures. At the same time the
Provincial Government assured students that loan
maximums accessible through the Students' Finance
Board would be raised in concert with the fee
increases. While this has been true to date only
3.8% of the student body actually receive the
maximum, and the large number of students affected
by fee increases will be those who are funded at a
level far below the maximum or those who
desperately try to manage without going into debt.
(Appendix #5)

ii. Housing

Mature students, be they married or unmarried,
graduate or undergraduate students, almost all
expressed some distress with housing. University
housing is often seen to be inadequate and escalating
in expense. Complexes such as Michener Park and
HUB are seen as a necessary social phenomenon for
many students, especially those far from home, but
costs are not considered competitive and may result
in students searching shelter that is less expensive,
less accessible, less conducive to healthy family
living and totally lacking the community aspect of
university life which the residences provide.
Residence costs are greater than the allotment
budgeted by the Students Finance Board for shelter.
Although the U of A Report of the Housing and Food
Services Residence Task Force of April 1992
recommended that international students be integrated
into the University residences it also supported the
current position of not subsidizing student housing.
A two bedroom row house in Michener Park now
rents for $535 a month - a large outlay for someone
depending on an assistantship at $12,000 a year or a
PhD Scholarship at $13,000.

Recommendation #6
That the University review its policy with respect to
the cost of student housing and recognize the
contribution that housing makes to the quality of a
student's life.

A seemingly simple alleviation of the plight of
settlement in a temporary home, sometimes with an
unaccustomed climate, was proffered by the Masters
and Doctoral students in Education who visited the
Task Force - a furniture and clothing depot where
student families new to the community can clothe
themselves for winter and furnish their homes at a
minimum cost.

1 7
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organize a furniture and winter clothing exchange
for the use of international and out-of-city students.
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were y concerned with "a safe

). Ji fti self and children and would go
some distance from the University if necessary to
fmd this. Some students with families manage to live
in housing cooperatiws or subsidized housing, and
this appears to be an extremely satisfactory
arrangement. The recent addition of the LRT system
to the Campus does act as a convenient conduit to
less expensive housing away from the University area
but this factor may further alienate the foreign student
who has a real need for a warm community
environment for self and family.

iii. Child Care

Child care is a major issue for many mature students.
The subject has been thoroughly documented by the
Council on Student Life at the University of Alberta
in the Report on Child Care. Accessibility,
affordability and flexibility are key issues for
Canadian students. A willingness to address these
concerns means that a university can serve the non-
traditional, frequently less affluent student. A family
may qualify for provincial subsidies of up to $330 per
month for children under nineteen months of age and
$240 for children older than that in a day care or
approved family day home. The mean subsidy
actually received is in fact only $61.38 for unmarried
students, $121.67 for foreign students. Child care is
expensive, particularly in a Centre that is well staffed
and credible. Day care in the University area at the
time of this study costs $400 to $450 per child per
month. Studtut families tend to use Family Day
Homes which are less expensive and more flexible.
Monies must be made available for "after hours'
baby sitting for those who must attend classes and
labs open to them outside of the regular work week.
At present the Child Care subsidy does not allow this
exigency, and those who do use Family Day Houses
on a 12 to 8 rather than 9 to 5 basis must apply for
funding from the Students Finance Board. It is
important that mature students who have a need for
child care during the evening, on a Saturday or to
enroll in Spring or Summer sessions have this
information.
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Table 2 attests to the changing demography.
Although alternate arrangements may be made for
children who are too young to be left alone, it is fair
to assume that child care is essential.

Table r

perteonet of stniatts IS, but cadres and averegesarabar at chsldnu

Have 1:11.04n:n Amnon Number
of 83616etz

Number of Mild=
(Swiss at =CO too
young to be left alone

Full-time Stud= 11.3% 190 1.42

Psnetinoe &Aeon 34.7% 1.92 1.39

Gaduele Ragan 28.0% 1.115 1A8

Uncluegredunt Swelems 8.6% 1.95 137

;Age Sots, 14.9% 1.65 1.53

Female Students 10.6% 1.97 1.26

Cunt= Students 9.7% 2.01 1.47

Foreign Snicks 30.7% 1.70 1.28

iv. Transportation

This can be an expense that will tip the budget
balance for the student living at a subsistence level.
Students in some professional faculties must have
access to a car, but current allowable expenses for
student assistance do not even cover the cost of a bus
pass in the city. Students from outside of the city
may access up to $2000 in an "equalization grant"
from the Students Finance Board, presumably to
cover moving and transit costs to and from one's
home base. Costs incurred in attending a family
wedding or funeral may be given consideration.

v. Recreation

The principles of postsecondary education are more
than merely the acquisition of 120 course hours. It is
ideally a whole experience, an interaction with the
University community, participation in extra-
curricular activities, a need to maintain health.
Spending estimates established in 1984 cannot begin
to address the costs of a bowl of chili, a pair of
running shoes or a night at the movies.
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'1 acquis. a cif n graduate or professional degree of
public is largely unaware. The cost of a

textbook in Medicine, Nursing or Rehabilitation
Medicine may be $150 to $200. Costs of research
and thesis preparation are seldom allowed for in
assistantships and scholarships. Photocopying for
some graduate nurses is estimated to be $500 each
year and students in Rehabilitation Medicine pay
$800 for a certification exam.

Prospective students in the community must be made
aware of the costs of graduate education for if
insufficiently funded the completion of their programs
will be in jeopardy. One submission received by the
Task Force strongly supported the thesis that
increased awareness in the community of the real
costs of education would act to encourage fund
raising in the private and corporate sectors.

The following table is based on the Alberta Consumer
Price Index and reflects the decrease in expendable
dollars since the living allowance guidelines were
defined. In 1984/85 the Students Finance Board
living allowance dropped from $610 per month to
$540 following a significant decline in rent paid by
students. Since that time the Board's thing
allowance has increased by 14%. Canada Mortgage
and Housing Corporation records indicate that rent in
Edmonton has increased a total of 11 % but this does
not reveal the figures for the University area or
University Housing, both of which have gone up by
a much larger percentage. It must also be
emphasized that a widespread increase in the cost of
living is notable.

A student budget review from the University's
Student Financial Aid and Information Centre appears
as Appendix #7.

STUDENTS
FOR. STUDENT.

FINANCE.BOARD
LIVING

GUIDELINES
ALLOWANCE PER MONTH.

Date Alberta
CPI

(1986 -
100)

Single Student
Away From

Home

Married Students Single Parent with
One Child

Actual 1992$ Actual 1992$ Actual 19925

1983/84 91.5 610 843 1,050 1,450 1,085 1,499

1984/85 93.9 540 727 915 1,232 985 1,326

1985/86 96.7 545 712 925 1,209 995 1,301

1986/87 100.0 575 727 985 1,245 1,045 1,321

1987/88 104.0 575 699 985 1,197 1,045 1,270

1988/89 106.8 575 681 985 1,166 1,045 1,237

1989/90 111.3 595 676 1,020 1,159 1,085 1,233

1980/91 117.7 615 661 1,060 1,138 1,125 1,208

1991/92 124.8 815 624 1,060 1,075 1,125 1,141

1992/93 128.4 615 615 1,060 1,060 1,125 1,125

since
83/84:

down $228 down $390
down 27% down 27%....--

down $374
down 25%
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The cost of education is a shared responsibility
dinang students dents, spouses and govertmient.

Ault.' family resources.
is intended to be supplemental to

Assistance is awarded on financial need.'

The Task Force recognizes the need of the
governments, both federal and provincial, to be
responsible to the taxpayer and at the same time
ensure that adequate numbers of eligible students
have access to higher education. It should be stated
that the real cost to the University of Alberta to
educate each student is about $11,000 this year. At
the present time the student is responsible for 13.8%
of this in tuition or instructional fees and 2% M other
fees to a total of almost 16%.

Fifty-two percent of students at the University are
able to pursue their education without seeking loan
assistance from the Students Finance Board. It is
unknown what proportion does this through part-time
and summer employment, parental or spousal
support, or relinquishing savings. The University
student for whom these sources are inadequate to
meet the costs of education may be dependent upon
two levels of Government for support.

The objectives of the provincial loan programs as
defined by the Secretary of State of esree-la are:

To encourage and assist financially needy students to
participate in postsecondary education through the
provision of programs and services of financial
assistance; and

To ensure sufficient flexibility so that programs and
services of financial assistance respond to the
changing needs of students.

The federal principles of the government student loan
plans speak to providing loan assistance towards
meeting the costs of full-time study at the
postsecondary level as a supplement to other
resources available to students from their families,
their own efforts and other student awards.

BEST COPY 4VAILABLE 11

The Provincial principles state that all
qualified students should be able to pursue
postsecondary education and training
without undue financial hardship.
Government programs and services of
financial assistance should increase
opportunities for participation in
postsecondary education and training by
reducing geographic, socioeconomic and
other constraints expenenced by specific
groups in society.

I. Student Loans

Student assistance flows from the Canada and Alberta
Student Loan Programs, put together by the Students
Finance Board (Appendix #8) based on the student's
unmet need as determined by the assessment process.
In a single year a student may receive funds that are
not repayable (provincial grants and bursaries); funds
that are repayable under a federal guarantee; and
funds that are repayable under the provincial
guaranteed loan program. The loan program for the
needy student is designed to cover living costs and
tuition fees'.

Financial assistance in the form of government
guaranteed loans and grants is the principal means by
which postsecondary education is made acrPosible to
as many academically qualified Albertans as possible.
In 1990-91 total assistance provided to 49,903
students in the province was in excess of $217
million. Forty-five per cent of these students are in
universities.

The basic structure of the Canada Student Loans
Program has not changed appreciably since its
introduction in 1964. Allowances and weekly loan
limits have not changed since 1984 when the federal
government froze them as part of its deficit reduction
program. Something has changed - the character-
istics of the postsecondary student body in 1991-92
are appreciably different from those of 1964. The
numbers of married students, single parents with
dependent children and part-time students have all
increased significantly. The student, in order to have
ace Res to a Government loan, is expected to make a
minimum contribution of $1350 for a four month

21,
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for everyone. The Students
Finance Boar .tly funds students with special

o $13,950 a year in total loan and
grant ce. This includes a maintenance grant
of up to $6,000 each year for undergraduate study.
Disabled students may be eligible for $1,000 each
semester to meet the cost of special needs, which
may be equipment or tutoring. Lifetime debt limits
are also established by the Board, and remission may
be paid on the provincial pardon of the loan after a
certain level is reached.

In presentations to the Task Force, the monthly living
allowance provided by the Finance Board was
consistently singled out as an area where
improvement was required. Currently the allocation
for a single student living away from home is $615
each month, an aggregate increase of only five
dollars in the past nine years.

In March of 1992 the Minister of Advanced
Education recognized that "the number one issue with
the students in Alberta has been this whole question
of the weekly loan amount, which has been fixed for
seven or eight years at $105. (The) federal minister
has informed me...that his hands are virtually tied.
However, if he could (use) the Income Tax Act or
ease the default rate, he would give that serious
consideration."

The Minister further recognized the need to improve
the current situation, saying "I would look forward to
the Federal Minister announcing some time this year,
on the recommendation of the provincial ministers
that the weekly allowance be increased to some
realistic amount". To date this has not occurred.

Recommendation #8
That the monthly living allowance defined by the
Students Finance Board be raised to an appropriate
level, that it be indexed to inflation in future years
and that the maximum loan mount be adjusted to
ensure that students have a total income at least
equal to the current level of social assistance.
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The Mature Undergraduates and Graduates Society
presented a submission to the Task Force outlining
their concerns and some possible solutions which
would help the financially responsible student to
monitor the financial situation so as to enable the
borrower to manage and repay debt. Essentially they
asked for the opportunity to supplement income
through employment without the penalty of reduced
loans. The concerns expressed really demand
flexibilityrather than increased government wending.

Mature students who are married expressed a need
for flexibility in being able to earn more than the $50
per week now exempt as an asset by the Students
Finance Hoard, particularly if support of family was
involved. Frequently the incentive to "work and not
declare it" or manipulate the system in some other
way was expressed as a concern, but also seen as a
realistic need. This was of enormous concern to the
Task Force, and again seemed to point to the
essential lack of trust between the Finance Board and
the student, as well as the lack of individual design of
a financial plan which would in the long run be
advantageous in meeting the needs of both. One
study suggests that part-time earnings be treated in
the same manner as work term employment, that is
to assess a flat rate contribution".

Recommendation #9
That the Students Finance Board allow students to
keep a larger portion of their part-time earnings and
that a more flexible mea .'ure be used to determine
the value of part-time earnings.

Just as mature students must learn to become flexible
and creative in handling a reduced income, increased
expenses, and stringent demands on their time, so
must the loan programs come to terms with the need
for flexibility in dealing with many aspects of the
mature student's needs. Consideration of assets is a
major factor. The current policy of the Students
Finance Board could be considered to be
discriminatory when it demands the liquidation of
such assets as RRSPs for the mature student or those
returning to school. After ten or fifteen years in the
workplace, those individuals who are mindful of the
future and doubtful of the adequacy of pension plans
will likely have secured some investments.
Mandatory divestment of these could serve as a
disincentive to students wanting to upgrade their
skills.

9
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Because education has personal
efits, the community bears a

proportion of the cost of education. To include
RRSPs without limit or exemption seems to stray
from this apportioning of the costs of education, as it
asks the prospective student to surrender not only
liquid assets, income and foregone income for the
schooling period, but permanent assets built up over
years of working and saving.

There is a particularly disproportionate effect on
mature students and women under this approach,
which is unacceptable on two grounds: first, access
should be based on academic ability; second, it is a
stated federal goal to enhance education as a "lifelong
process", particularly as this has large benefits for
our economic competitiveness. To inhibit access to
the system by these groups runs counter to this
objective. The effect on mature students and women
should be clear: women must contend with having
fewer average years in the workforce, and thus have
less opportunity to build the financial security they
desire; mature students, if forced to liquidate
retirement savings to return to school, face a sharply
reduced earning period within which to rebuild those
savings. Moreover, in spite of potentially increased
earning potential, they are denied the benefits of
accruing their investment over a period of years to
maximize their return. RRSPs have a significant
social benefit, in addition to the personal benefit
enjoyed by the owner. It is (or should be) desirable
for a society to have a retired population able to
provide for its needs. Thus it can be argued that just
as the principal residence is considered by the Board
to be an essential asset, so the RRSP acquired within
a stipulated period of time should be protected.

Recommendation #10
That the Students Finance Board not require the
liquidation of RRSPs as part of the qualification
process for student loans as, except in those cases
when the RRSP has been established within the
preceding twenty-four months.
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A spousal contribution is mandatory in assisting the
student unless the Board considers there to be as
justifiable a reason as staying at home with children
under the age of six, documented inability to find
employment, a certified medical reason, or being a
full- time student. The married student may be the
least well off of all student groups with inequitable
allowances and higher expenses. This is often a
student returning to school, foregoing income and
accepting a significantly diminished standard of
living, or a student seeking success whose spouse is
non-supportive. The net income of a spouse minus
$200 each month is calculated as a financial resource.

Table3n

MAASS of Urines* of Abet gnu%

Sae. 74arriediCemeoce Law Divorced/Saanted/Widowed

Fulkun711a.duas 75.4% 23.0% 1.6%

Pari.6mc Seskas OLDS 4935 2.7%

Orr-dusk SWOcrits 50.6% 4365 3.5%

Urtnrsduatt Snifters 80.1% 18.95 1.0%

Malz SlUckati 71.7% 26.6% 1.7%

Feaule Students 75.7% 22.75 1.6%

Camdien ado= 763% 21L45 12%

ForeinStudevu 515 R 37.55 4.0%

Seams .9.3 c694.6 44% 717.1% BAS

SOKIceto widaced Coildrva 533% 15.5% 0.7%

11. Parental Support

The issue of parental support in a student's
postsecondary education is a difficult one in a
changing world. Parents are expected to contribute
financially to a child's education for the first three
years following high school graduation. No real
changes have been made to Federal parental
contribution tables since 1984-85 and these tables
continue to be used in other provinces; changes made
in 1990 are described by one awards officer as
"band-aids applied to a spurting arterial wound".
The Province of Alberta is to be commended for
having made significant changes at that time and for
having increased provincial assistance by $6.6 million
in that year, recognizing the additional costs.
Parental contribution tables which reflect only income
and not cost of living or the independence thrust upon
some students will be hopelessly out of date and
misleading.
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not work because what has value on
paper may today be a white elephant. Assessment of
income by the Students Finance Board relies almost
exclusively on the information cited on Line 150 of
the Federal Government Income Tax form. The
accuracy of this information may be called into
question in some cases; family businesses file income
tax on a cash rather than accrual basis, are subject to
inventory changes, business structure and capital
gains from the sale of equipment. This implies the
possibility of selling assets to pay education expenses.
A farmer told the Task Force, "in farming you
cannot always make that assumption". Most people
in small business would concur. The Students
Finance Board may be asking the wrong questions
and depending too much on potentially misleading
information. Instead of relying on Line 150 the
question could be "What is your family total cash
income from all sources" or "List all the potential
sources of income that may be used to support this
student during the school year".

Eliminating the confusion of inaccurate assessment
could well have other benefits. Criticism prevails
over families receiving loans inappropriately in spite
of their ability to pay. At the same time the very
group who should be targeted for funding and
increased access to the postsecondary system may
simply back away from the criteria and fail to make
an application for funding or realize the right to and
probable success of a subsequent appeal.

The increased incidence of family breakdown,
abusive family situations and changes in type of
student-shared living arrangements that parents may
be reluctant to support, all complicate the decision as
to whether a financial contribution by the parents
should be required.

Equally significant in the reality of today, and no
doubt the future, is the expectation of parents
themselves. Many are challenged economically to
provide families with the kind of interesting lifestyle
which encourages the curiosity and excitement of the
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academic environment. Debts are accumulated and
the sudden requirements of escalating educational
costs may be onerous. Priorities may, indeed, be in
a parent's own lifelong learning process, or may be
stretched to cover the learning needs of others in the
family.

Parents may choose to plan for a student's post high
school years, and this may be done in a number of
ways including tax sheltered plans. This of course
assumes the intention to seek a University degree and
the ability and desire of the family to make this
sacrifice.

The amount that can be claimed as an education tax
credit has very recently been raised from $60 to $80
each month for a full-time student or as an $800 ta:,
credit which can be transferred to a supporting
spouse, parent or grandparent. An initiative of the
Students' Union of the University of Alberta, this
exhortation had an impact at the federal government
level.

Reflecting all these circumstances, the Task Force
recommends:

Recommendation # I I
That the Students Finance Board reconsider the
exclusive use of Line ISO of the Revenue Canada
Income Tax form as an assessment of parental
ability to pay.

Recommendation #I2
That the required parental contribution be revised to
better reflect the prevailing economic conditions and
the actual financial status of the family and to
respect the independence of the student.

Table 4`3

Parental Income

Upected Parental Contribution,

Federal Table Provincial Table

530,000 5 0 5 0

35,000 1,394 1,050

40,000 2,346 2,000

45,000 3,604 2,700

50,000 5,168 3,500

55,000 7,032 4,400

60,000 9,214 5.400

on
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SCHOLARSHIP
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MENT IN A FACULTY.
DEPARTMENT OR
DEGREE PROGRAM.
SECONDARY SELECTION
CRITERIA MAY ALSO BE
USED

AN AW ;

General Faculties
Council (GFC) in a
statement in March
o f 1 9 8 0
recommended "that
sufficient funding
be provided so that
students in the top
5% of academic
attainment within
the Faculty can be
rewarded"",
(Appendix #9)

Only 2% of students actually receive this kind of
recognition, and some of this is so meagre as to be
almost meaningless in 1992. Now students must
attain an average of 92% as entrants or a grade point
average of 8.5 while at the University to acquire a
merit scholarship of any amount. Many currently
available discharge a value of four to five hundred
dollars, some as low as two hundred.

Recommendation #13
That the University strive to achieve the General
Faculties Council goat of merit based awards for the
top 5% of students in each faculty within the next
five years.

There is no question that the Heritage Scholarship
Fund, established in 1981, has been a valuable
investment in the Province's future. Seventy
thousand Albertans have had their achievement
recognized, and in excess of $98 million has been
awarded. In its foresight and generosity the Province
may have done the University a disservice,
eliminating the urgency of seeking its own
scholarship funds. The result is that the University
of Alberta would appear to be severely hampered in
the area of scholarships and bursaries. The intentions
of 1980 to establish a new. Undergraduate Scholarship
Program may have been usurped by fleeting
economic prosperity. In recent years the University
has chosen to recognize prominent individuals with
scholars named in their honour and generous
scholarships awarded across the Campus.
Endowment funding will produce some monies in the
future.

At the present time there is no clearly defined policy
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at the University of Alberta .dound criteria for
scholarship funding. Need-based bursaries are
administered by the Student Financial Aid and
Information Centre, scholarships at the undergraduate
level by the Student Awards Office and at the
graduate level by the Faculty of Graduate Studies.
Many merit awards have a financial need component.
There are definitely two schools of thought on the
criteria on which awards should be disseminated,
schools like Harvard having no such thing as a
reward that is not need-based, schools like Dalhousie
where the vast majority of funds are allocated on one
basis or the other. The University of British
Columbia Senate has recently voted to reject awards
that are not clearly defined and it would seem
advantageous for this University to clarify its
position.

There are significant problems caused by the lack of
definition in the terms "scholarship" and "bursary" by
the University. The Finance Board considers both
categories of award as income and reduces them from
the loan. This is not, strictly speaking, a problem of
the University, but the University is inadvertently
exacerbating the situation through its own policy.
Virtually all awards listed in the calendar are
described as awarded on the basis of 'academic
achievement and financial need".
This would be
justifiable if the
Universityassessed
need before
dispensing the
award, but in many
cases it does not.
The University is
awarding money
which it defines as
partially "need-
based" while not
actually testing for need. In fact, most awards are
dispensed solely on the basis of the student's grade
point average.

BURSARY

AN AWARD OF ANY
MONETARY VALUE
GIVEN TO A STUDENT
ON THE BASIS OF
SATISFACTORY
ACADEMIC STANDING
AND DEMONSTRATED
FINANCIAL NEED

Scholarships and bursaries are seen by the Students
Finance Board to be a personal resource to the
student when calculating income. Should a student
receive a scholarship or bursary, all but $800 is
deducted from the next loan disbursement which the
student will receive. This is justified as a means to
long term debt reduction to the student, but the Task
Force feels very strongly that the practice is
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discriminatory and must be reconsidered. A
sch ship <

t
merit award is a prize, an incentive

height to spare and to
achieve one $ person t. For the scholar not
relying on loans this is indeed true. For those with
unmet need there-is virtually no change; the very

J.,L basic need will bas Covered, now more than ever by
isOf hut ° ris really no prize. Most scholarship
wmn middle class students; although their
financial struggles are fewer they have the benefit of
the full scholarship.

The policy around scholarships can be a disincentive
also to donors and to the University in diverting
funds to merit reward when they are seen to be
subsidizing the government. For all of these reasons
it is recommended:

Recommendation #14
That the University distinguish between "merit" and
"need" in its scholarship and bursa?), system and
clarify the criteria for all awards.

Recommendation #15
That the Students Finance Board recognize
scholarship monies as a prize and not penalize
outstanding performance.

There is a trend in universities to compete for, and
reward handsomely, the elite scholar. Universities
advertise openly and personally solicit individuals
who have proved to be prized young women or men
in their high schools. To this end the Alberta
Government, in its recent review of the Heritage
Scholarship Fund first established in 1981, has
chosen to reward the Province's top 10 high school
students as Rutherford Scholars with an additional
$1500 each. In fact, it would seem that university
entrants are much better served in scholarship monies
than are continuing or finishing students, and it is the
latter category who more often encounter financial
difficulty: It is unfortunate that in restructuring the
Fund the Louise McKinney Scholarships, at $3000
each the greatest source of revenue for 246
undergraduate scholars, will now realize a reduced
worth of $2000.

Recommendation #16
That the University increase the number and value
of awards for continuing undergraduate students -
those in third or fourth year of study.
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The University has little more than $1,211,000 in
award money for its more than 25,000 under-
graduate students, (an average of fifty-eight dollars
each). Of this amount only $230,796.50 has a
financial need component. To this number can be
added other awards which bring the sum of all
awards given to undergraduate students, both entering
and continuing, at the University of Alberta to
56,251,702. Of greatest significance in this figure
are the Provincial Heritage Scholarships which in
1991 provided $2,238,900 as Rutherford Scholarships
to 1897 students entering the University from high
school and a further $1,106,000 to continuing
students.

Scholarship

Faculty No. of Students Funds S per Studen

Education 3.429 338.160 511

Home. Ec. 363 $9,900 527

Nursing 680 $20,850 531

St. Jean 563 $18,500 533

Pharmacy 416 518,850 $45

Dentistry 271 $14,820 $55

Phys. U. 629 $34.700 555

Arts 4.143 5240.258 $58

Science 4.443 $286,971 565

Engineering 2,200 $143,700 565

Rehab. Med 518 $35,628 569

Business 1,706 $122,700 $72

Medicine 932 $101,076 $108

Ag 8 For 523 $59.343 $113

Law 498 $65,973 $132

The Government of Canada has recognized the
opportunities of technology's global economy with the
establishment of Canada Scholarships to reward
academic excellence and encourage more of the
country's most promising students to choose careen
in science and engineering. These awards are evenly
divided between men and women and are available to
first year undergraduates and then renewable up to
three times to a total of $8000. There are, too, other
prizes for which the University chooses the
candidates but has no financial involvement, as for
example 93 Alberta Heritage Foundation for Medical
Research and 108 Natural Sciences and Engineering
Research summer awards to a value of $353,000 and
$328,000 respectively.



Awards, scholarships and bursaries must keep pace
ucation. Every effort

that both the number of
awards given out and their value is increased. Any
further increases in tuition should be instituted in
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conjunction with
1, bursaries or
'Erin ..114
by taking a percentage of the student fee increase for
a three year period and designating it for financial
need based student support. In the first year the fund
provided $450,000 and by 1994 there should be a
stable $1,500,000 fund which may be increased in
future through a similar surcharge on revenue
generated through a fee increase.

funding of need-based
olarships. At the University of

the Student Aid Fund was created

Recommendation 017
That any further increases to tuition and fees be
accompanied by increased funding of need-based
awards.

As rising costs are recognized, so must social trends
be considered in the establishment of new
scholarships. Although the current policy prohibits
acceptance by the University of an award which in
any way contravenes the Canadian Charter of Rights
and Freedoms or the Alberta Individual's Rights
Protection Act, an award may be accepted and
administered if it is intended to benefit a
disadvantaged or underrepresented group. This
award would be subject to review within fifteen
years. It is with this proviso that the Task Forte
responds to the need expressed by the Native students
and the mature students that scholarships and
bursaries be created and stipulated on their behalf.

Dianne Kieren, in her paper "Crowded Role Clusters:
Competing Roles for Today's Post Secondary
Students" asks the questions, 'Are scholarships
limited to younger students? Are financial programs
limited as well?" and concluded this to be true.
Submissions made to the Task Force by the Mature
Undergraduates and Graduates Society and the
Graduate Nurses' Association point to the need for
more scholarships for part-time students. Mature
students, and single parents in particular, must
perform a dance routine of extraordinary intricacy,
all the while juggling plates marked classes, family,
library, job, relationships, study. Suddenly scholars,
they may have been in the workplace for long enough
that systems of study have disintegrated and must be
relearned. For lone parents, usually women, this
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becomes a full-time occupation complicated by a
course of study. To attempt more than three courses
in any one semester would be an untenable burden,
and there may be periods when even a course load of
this size is not possible. General Faculties Council
recognized this dilemma in declaring that "all new
awards established in 1990-91 and thereafter by the
University, unless otherwise specified by the donor,
shall be available to all meritorious students who
have completed the number of courses defined in a
normal, full course load. Students who do not
complete this in one year may apply when they have
accumulated the required number of courses. '15

This is a beginning. The question of awards for
students carrying part-time course loads is currently
under review and this would appear to be compliant
with the need for flexibility as postsecondary
programs look toward the future.

Recommendation 018
That the University increase the number and value
of awards directed at targeted groups, including
students who are mature, Aboriginal or disabled,
regardless of course load, and that the 1990 General
Faculties Council Policy regarding the eligibility of
pan-time students be extended to cover as many
awards as possible.

It would seem that in this day when creative solutions
are obligatory one must look to the most obvious
mutes of support. For a university this should be its
alumni. Students who presented submissions to the
Task Force expressed the wish that there be closer
ties with the alumni, not only for direct financial
support but for mentoring and part-time or summer
jobs. There can hardly be any doubt that a closer tie
would be mutually supportive with the University the
ultimate winner when satisfied and grateful students
become involved and beneficent graduates.

The University of Alberta Alumni Association
provides $6100 each year in scholarships and awards,
the sum of Constituent Association scholarships and
awards (Dental, Education, Health Services, Library,
Medical and Nursing) is $8750 each year. The
Development Office of the University is sensitive to
financial need, and solicits private funds in support of
the University's academic priorities from Alumni and
friends, corporations and foundations, parents and
students. It is hoped that in concert with the Alumni
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scholarship monies raised,
y enhance the reputation of

the University and expand good will.

The question ability to information in the
area of assistance must be addressed. At

nmary vehicle by which material is
shared with students is the University Calendar. This
is seen as being confusing and inaccessible. Students
looking to fmd criteria specific to their needs or
abilities are stymied. The University of Calgary
publishes a one hundred page book which provides
general and award specific information, definitions
and application deadlines, as well as detailed
descriptions of awards which are well indexed. This
book serves as a tribute to current award winners
who are recognized as part of the content. A
brochure entitled "Financing your Education - What
it Costs and Available Resources' provides an
initiation to the meandering path the student must
follow to fiscal literacy.

The consolidation of information and its
communication to the prospective or continuing
student are seen to be priorities for this University.
This could be produced as a computer diskette.

Recommendation #19
That the University ensure that criteria for financial
assistance and awards are clearly and accurately
communicated by means of a distinctive publication
and related computer program.

IV. Assistantships

The three main sources of funding for graduate
students at the University of Alberta are scholarships
and awards granted for academic excellence and
outstanding research, graduate teaching or research
assistantships, and government loans and bursaries.
A schedule of Graduate Assistantship Payments
appears as Appendix #10. As with undergraduate
students, scholarships are awarded both by
nomination and by application in open competition.
Many recognize excellence in specialized areas, while
others are granted in any field or at any level of
graduate study. In addition to University
administered funding, much financial support comes
from external agencies, both national and local, as
well as from the Provincial Government and the
Alberta Heritage Scholarship Fund. Major graduate
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awards normally have a value between $8,000 and
$12,000. Most are for one year only; application for
renewal is considered in open competition. Holders
of major awards are required to limit their additional
income producing work, and may be restricted in the
funding they can accept from other sources.

Approximately one third of the graduate award
funding at the University of Alberta comes from
fellowship programs supported by three major
external agencies: the Social Sciences and Humanities
Research Council of Canada (SSHRC), the Natural
Sciences and Engineering Research Council of
Canada (NSERC) and the Medical Research Council
of Canada (MRC).

'In contras: to undergraduate students, graduate
students frequently pursue their studies at universities
outside their home country. The University of Alberta
depends upon quality foreign graduate students for
the development and maintenance of its reaching and
research programs at a world class level. The
current high differential fees, the spectre of further

fee increases and the absence of a fee waiver policy
at the University of Alberta place this University at a
distinct disadvantage in the national and international
contact for attracting top quality foreign graduate
students.'"

The recruitment potential of the Faculty of Graduate
Studies is but one of the manifest problems with the
policy of the Government of Alberta as it now stands.
The essential reality which must be recognized in
sorting through the differential fee dilemma is the
contribution made to the University by the graduate
student and by the University to the undergraduate.
It is the students in the Faculty of Graduate Studies,
people with talent and promise who bring grant
funding to the University, participate in the education
of the undergraduate population, and spread the
reputation of the institution throughout the global
village. These students are less able to pursue
academic objectives when they are faced with the
stress of poverty. The Dean of Science states, "It is
in our collective best interest to minimize non-
academic impediments to academic progress."

Steps toward minimizationMon were taken this year by
the Graduate Students' Association who, in
negotiations with the Board of Governors, created the
University of Alberta Graduate Student Differential



Fee Award. Depending on the amount in the
scho aqtn.) the number of people who are
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SP d mean that a foreign
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student hi ding an assistantship can expect to receive
a scholarship of about $1000. In order to be eligible,
a foreign student hold an assistantship paid out

' of University, ling funds or hold a PhD
Reem4gli#,S0 arship or a U of A Scholarship,
pay thei*Wgraduate program fee and pay the 100%
foreign differential assessed on instructional fees.
(Appendix #11)

The fund was established after the Graduate Students'
Association agreed to a two per cent pay increase for
graduate assistants for 1992-93, with one per cent, or
about $110,000 being set aside to establish the fund.
A disability insurance policy carrying a premium of
$23,000 a year and accessed only once in ten years
was eliminated and this together with $40,000
contributed by the Vice-President (Academic)
augmented the fund. Beginning in 1993-94 the
University will underwrite the scholarship fund out of
its operating budget.

This fund does provide relief for a substantial group
of those most drastically affected. Since it does not
cover those holding positions financed from trust
accounts, further relief is needed.

This program highlights the value that graduate
students themselves place on their academic
experience and on their colleagues. It may be a
beginning in dealing with the issue of high
differential fees, but it is not the answer; for many it
will not be enough, for it is not everyone who has a
full assistantship. Too often these are divided, and
thus so will be the Award. Unfortunately the
University bears some responsibility in this when the
promise of an assistantship has been dangled as a
carrot to entice a talented prospect who may then
arrive in a new environment to face the issue of
coping with less than expected.

A Department Chair, in an erroneous gesture of
generosity, may divide a Graduate Assistantship like
so many pieces of a pie. To someone on leave from
a college and receiving a large part of an annual
salary a four hour teaching assignment "might be the
Oiler tickets". To a student from another country
with a family to feed it is a fraction of a grocery bill.
FS Chia, Dean of the Faculty of Graduate Studies
and Research, wrote to all Chairs and graduate
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Coordinators in May of 1992:

...I have become painfully aware that some students,
in a few departments are suffering serious
haniship...many students are supported wholly by
graduate assistantships... "

Assistantship stipends do not keep pace with student
costs, especially fees. This is a particular problem
for foreign students for whom the differential fee is
so significant. In view of these problems Dean Chia
urged that departments not admit a student unless
there is support available for twelve months of the
year and the full length of the program. He further
requested that Department Chairs be responsible for
seeing that students have full information of the costs
of studying and living in Edmonton and of the
amount and source of all funds which will be
provided, and added that foreign students should be
discouraged from coming unless full support for
twelve months of the year be available from
assistantships, scholarships or from the student's own
resources.

Recommendation #20
That the Administration require Department Chairs
to be rurally responsible in admitting only the
number of graduate students who can be fully
supported so that no graduate student's studies will
be interrupted because of insufficient flouting.

Recommendation #2I
That the Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research
together with the International Centre prepare and
communicate updated information about anticipated
costs of study and fee changes at the University of
Alberta as well as of the services that are available
to assist students to meet their financial obligations.

V. Responses to Financial Need

Dr Lois Stanford, Vice - president (Student and
Academic Services) recognized the tension on the
Campus around monetary issues in a letter to all
Deans, Directors and Chairs in December of 1991:

....Some of our students, especially bat not
exclusively those who are single parents or
international students, find themselves from time to
time in urgent financial need. Student budgets are
lean at the best of times, and an unexpected financial
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catastrophic collapse of even

racial plans. In addition,
some students require assistance inserting up budgets
and adhering to them. It is the purpose of this later
(1) to assure you know where to send your
tudents w mire financial aid, and (2) to give

cation of the administration's plans to
strengthen the safety net under our students.'

i. University

Recent changes have been made on the Campus
toward alleviating some of the problems that have
bloomed in a climate of financial stringency. Most
notable in this regard is the establishment and funding
of the Student Financial Aid and Information Centre.
This project is an integrated effort sponsored by the
Office of the Dean of Student Services and the
Students' Union, staffed and funded jointly by them.

The purpose of the Centre is multifold:

TO ADMINISTER EMERGENCY LOANS AND
BURSARIES IN RESPONSE TO A STUDENTS
STATED NEED, TO ASSIST WITH THE
APPLICATION FOR A LOAN FROM THE
STUDENTS FINANCE BOARD, AND TO PROVIDE

MEDIUM FOR FINANCIAL COUNSELLING, BE
IT ON A ONE TO ONE BASIS. THROUGH THE
PROVISION OF LITERATURE OR IN A

WORKSHOP SITUATION

In 1991-92 the Centre managed about $270,000
including $100,000 from undesignated funds allocated
by the Administration for supplementary bursaries.
It is anticipated that this funding will be ongoing.
The statistics collected by the Centre reflect the
escalating need, 'd confirms the fact that within the
student body there are pockets of real need.

During the period from April of 1991 until March of
1992 the Student Financial Aid and Information'
Centre disbursed 227 bursaries to an aggregate
amount of $155,670. It is evident that this sum is
greater than the current allocation of $100,000 and
the $13,000 available from the "named bursaries" and
does not meet the need. Many of the private
bursaries are outdated and in very small amounts.
The University should continue to have contact with
donors or their estates in order that the conditions
around the distribution of the money or the amount to
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be given is modified.

A Financial Need Bursary may be awarded to a
student who can demonstrate a fiscal emergency and
has exhausted all other sources of revenue. These
are non-repayable awards and must be accompanied
by detailed information concerning expenses and
resources and demonstrate absolute accountability in
budgeting.

The Student Financial Aid and Information Centre
states:

1. Bursaries provide only
supplementary funding. They do
not replace student loans or other
regular sources of funding. Thus
"no budget, no bursary" is our
motto. Students are considered for
financial assistance only if they
present a reasonable budget for the
academic year.

II. Students are eligible for
bursaries only
(i) if they have borrowed the
maximum in student loans or do
not have access to such funds
(exceptional cases must be
approved by the Financial Needs
Bursaries Committee)
(ii) if a gap exists between total
income and student expenses as
determined by the Financial Aid
Coordinator.

DI. Normally an applicant must be
a full time student registered in
University credit courses and in
satisfactory academic standing as
defined by their faculty: part-time
students are not normally eligible
for bursaries. Bursaries in excess
of $800 are treated as scholarship
income in the Alberta Students
Finance Board assessment process.

Other universities in the country are recognizing the
dire straits some students now find themselves in with
generous new packages and programs. Eric McKee,
Vice President Student Services at Dalhousie states,
In general, I would say that as a University we are
now paying far more attention to financial assistance
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to students than we were several years ago. This is,

kr, At,* dir
ave raised tuition fees
e shonfalLs in government

financia assistance for students and the current
economic conditions have made us more aware of
financial acce ty problems. ...we are
su4istantially In acing university spending on

sane for students. In 1991/92
Dalhousie allocated an extra $925,000 for bursaries,
scholarships and on-campus employment forstudents,
and for 1992/93 this will increase to $1.4 million.
The Board of Governors has made a commitment to
devote 25% of future tuition fee increases to these
purposes. Also we are devoting more time and
energy to lobbying efforts with the federal and
provincial government?
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Carol Gibson, Director of Awards and Financial Aid
at the University of British Columbia, continues in
the same vein,

The Student Aid Fund was created by taking a
percentage of the student fee increase for a three year
period and designating it for financial need based
student support. In the first year the fund provided
$450,000. In the second year it was predicted to rise
to $900,000, but the provincial government decision
to freeze domestic student fees in postsecondary
institutions will limit the fund to $530,000 for
1992/93 with the increase attributable to the
permissible increase in international student fees. By
1993/94 there should be a stable $1.5 million fund
which may be increased in future through a similar
surcharge on revenue generated through a fee
increase.'

Recommendation #I7, see page 17

The gist of the program as it exists at the University
of Alberta's Student Financial Aid and Information
Centre is undoubtedly a good one, although
understaffed, underfunded and slightly cumbersome
in its operation. This may result in part from the
physical circumstance of its existence. The Student
Financial Aid and Information Centre is housed in a
somewhat remote location in the Students' Union
Building. Its activities are inextricably linked with
the Comptroller's office on the fourth floor of the
Administration Building and yet another set of faces.
This is a situation which may simply present too
many barriers for a student already in distress,
another circumstance to diminish the quality of the
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university experience and to usurp the time and
energy intended to be directed towards learning.

The University of Calgary experience warrants some
scrutiny by our University because it seems to have
achieved a "user-friendly" environment for students.
This is partly a result of their physical setup, partly
because of their status within the university structure
and partly because with a newer and smaller
institution they could institute the best and the
brightest of the situations that had gone before on
other campuses. The staff of seven and a half people
is able to be pro-active in its support of students, to
pinpoint possible financial bathers in orientation
sessions held each year for prospective students and
parents and to work cooperatively to fashion a plan
"custom designed" to a specific circumstance with
follow up as deemed appropriate.

The Student Financial Aid and Information Centre
undoubtedly saves some University careers. As a
second year pharmacy student with a wife and almost
two children states, "I found the counsellors at the
Centre to be most helpful in giving information such
as budget planning and helping me receive assistance;
the Centre provided me with a $250 loan and helped
me obtain an $800 bursary. Without this money I
would not have been able to complete my year of
studies and would have been forced to quit school
and find a full time job".

The Centre responds to a student's unanticipated
exigency through the Emergency Loan Fund with a
maximum loan of $300 to a student at any one time.
Emergency student Loans are available to all
registered University of Alberta students and are
processed by the Comptroller's office in 24 hours.
It is expected and quite clearly stated that the loan
must be repaid within three months; failure to repay
will result in an encumbrance on the student record.
In 1989/90 465 loans were granted to a total amount
of $139,012. In 1992 these figures had increased to
1218 and $356,460 respectively. It is understood that
this is a revolving fund, and should the student not
replenish it, it will cease to exist for others in need.
Ninety-five per cent of loans are repaid.

In the next academic year the Student Financial Aid
and Information Centre will be responsible for
bursary funding for foreign students which has been
the responsibility of the International Centre until this
time. The budget for the foreign student bursaries is
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rpdents who embarked on
last year unaware of the

increase in differential fees may still experience a
shortfall. In fact, ate International Centre last year
distributed a to

fd
8,000 which had accumulated

I le strict guidelines enforced ina
, argely to cover the needs of students

who had arrived at the University oblivious of the
changes in the differential fees instituted in May of
1991, or whose visas and funding were in place
before the announcement, or who misunderstood what
the actual needs of living in the city would be.

In this centralization of bursar/ funding, the
International Centre will retain the right to interview
the students and to recommend who is to receive
funding. The Student Financial Aid and Information
Centre will dispense the funds and keep all records.
Five thousand dollars in a contingency reservoir will
be retained by the International Centre.

Representatives from Native Student Services
expressed a need to be able to act as a source of
emergency funding for their own students. This
would often be bridge funding or needed at a time of
crisis when extra barriers would become
insurmountable obstacles.

The Task Force was impressed with the initiatives
undertaken in the past few years to remedy the
financial need barriers that exist. Services are
available to help the student do some financial
planning and to disentangle a crisis. Now it is the
responsibility of Department Chairs to recognize that
there are knowledgeable resource people on the
University campus to whom a student in need should
be referred for valuable, confidential assistance.

Recommendation #22
That the University improve financial services
available to students, including:
a) expansion of the Student Financial Aid and
Information Centre;
b) increased counselling of students, recognizing
that many students face unfamiliar financial
situations often for the first time in their lives; and
c) coordination and consolidation of existing
services in one readily accessible location when
confidentiality is respected and maintained.
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ii. Workstudy

A need-blind admissions policy at Harvard assures
that the best applicants will be admitted regardless of
ability to pay tuition and fees. Harvard provides a
financial aid package of jobs, loans and grants to
assist every needy student who is admitted. The
concept of a workstudy program appears to be
making a tentative entry at the University of Alberta.
Its inception would again seem to be an
acknowledgment that students are facing difficult
predicaments and the universities are forced to be
creative in trying to maintain a tolerable quality of
life for their scholars, speaking directly to those with
the greatest need and responding to such negative
moves as the Federal Government ruling that
employment of any kind away from the Campus for
foreign students is forbidden. The Financial Need
Student Employment Program began in June of 1992
with six students being hired by Housing and Food
Services on the recommendation of the Coordinator
of the Student Financial Aid and Information Centre.
The employees will work according to guidelines
established by the Personnel Officer of the
Department who will report back to the Coordinator
monthly. The criteria for participation in the
program are set by the Student Financial Aid and
Information Centre. It is expected that the program
will be expanded to the Library, to the Physical Plant
and to other areas of the Campus as the demand
warrants. The University does not encourage full-
time students to work more than twelve hours each
week.

The University of British Columbia has a Work-study
Program in place funded by the BC Student
Assistance Program and students receiving loans are
limited to 10 hours of employment per week. The
institution has contributed $50,000 to funding
positions for out-of-province and out-of-country
students who are ineligible for regular Worlcstudy
appointments. Dalhousie has set aside $25: 000 for
the purpose of creating part-time on campus
employment for students in the 1992-93 year.

Memorial University in Newfoundland has recently
established the Memorial University Undergraduate
Career Experience Program with $500,000 being
made available for student jobs and the remuneration
set at $250 for 35 hours of work or $500 for 70
hours.
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Students, once they are at the University, seem to be
prepared to live at a subsistence level in order to
achieve their goal. A medical student with two
children told of go:ng through school with no
textbooks in spite of careful planning and subsidized
housing for his family of four. His loan from the
Students Finance Board was at the lifetime limit after
accessing the Fund through eight years of continuous
education. His only need was for flexibility, to
borrow the money at the time of his life when it was
essential to make the investment in his future and
then to repay it, even as an income deduction at
source. Apparently no medical student has ever
defaulted on a government student loan.

The Task Force was concerned about the negative
attitudes held by students about the Students Finance
Board. All available information extols the program
as the best in the country, but it is of the utmost
importance that incentives for cooperation rather than
demands for compliance be built into the program.
As in so many of the problems the Task Force
encountered it is often a simple matter of information
or misinformation that makes a difference in attitude.

Computers and voice responses are useful tools -
perhaps as secondary rather than primary devices. It
should be emphasized that monetary arrangements
can create enormous stress for individuals or
families, particularly if there is a reluctance to amass
debt, if a career appears to be threatened, or if the
system itself is unfamiliar. It is therefore essential
that those in positions of power are well trained,
knowledgeable and sensitive to the multitude needs
the client may have.

Recommendation #23
That Strategic Long Tenn Planning be undertaken
by the Students Finance Board so that the financial
needs of the emerging university student may be
anticipated.
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i. The Appeal Process

One indisputable difficulty with the loan program is
in the ascevament process and the apparent undue
reliance on subsequent appeal. In 1990-91 the
Students Finance Board received a total of 54,311
requests for assistance and granted 49,903. 20.8% of
these were given on appeal for a total of $14.7
million. This dependency on appeal emphasizes that
the program as it exists is a long way from meeting
the needs of the contemporary student, relying far too
heavily on rigid guidelines that do not reflect an
upheaval in family and personal situations or in the
economic environment. The Board itself has stated
that all but one hundred and eighteen of the students
who appealed were handled by counselling staff
without having to be reviewed by the public appeal
committees; the Task Force would postulate that the
information necessary to come to a successful
conclusion should have been accumulated on an initial
application or first interview. The appeal process
may well deny the less experienced or shrewd student
access to the University and may encourage a game-
playing approach.

Most appeals are generated because of a discrepancy
with the expected parental and student contribution or
because the application forms contain insufficient or
incorrect information. This problem should be easily
corrected with either a simplified form or more
personal attention if needed.

Recommendation #24
That the Students Finance Board adopt a more
student centred approach, with a friendly front line
which is seen to be supportive of clients, and well
trained counsellors who can realistically assess
individual needs.

ii. Repayment

Under the current loan system the flaws in the
administration of the federal-provincial scheme are
exacerbated when the banks play such a critical role.
The provinces assess the student needs, choose who
will receive assistance and designate the financial
institutions that will advance the loans in exchange
for loan guarantees. The bank need only issue one
unsuccessful registered letter demanding overdue
payment before it is eligible for the federal guarantee,
and may be less than motivated to pursue the
problem.
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Plan would provide a direct loan scheme,
circumventing expensive interest subsidies and
excessive bank rates. This would seem to be an idea
whose time has come.
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Discussion regarding the improvement of the student
loan system can be divided into two broad areas:
first, proposals which, while maintaining the current
structure offer specific and direct improvements;
second, proposals which recommend either a
complete overhaul of the status quo or even its
replacement. Of this latter group, by far the most
persistent reform is the institution of what is
commonly known as an Income Contingent Loan
Repayment Plan (ICLRP). Originally proposed by
economist MiltonFriedman during the mid-1950s, the
plan has appeared in many forms and has drawn
supporters and detractors from a widespread base.
The Council of Ministers of Education Canada
approved the principle of an income contingent plan
in 1969 based on an analysis prepared by David
Stager and Gail Cook. In 1981 the Federal
Provincial Task Force on Student Assistance, while
choosing not to recommend a single solution, offered
it as one of five possible alternative assistance plans.
Ontario's Hovey Commission recommended the plan
in 1984, while federally the McDonald Commission
followed suit in 1985. The most prominent supporter
of income contingency has been Dr. Stager who has
been widely published on the topic, most recently in
the 1989 book Focus on Fees: Alternative Policies for
University Tuition Fees and in a 1991 discussion
paper prepared for the Association of Universities
and Colleges of Canada (AUCC). At the University
level, the 1973 Senate Task Force on Student Finance
had as its second recommendation the adoption of an
ICLRP and more recently, in response to the Smith
Commission, University President and economist
Paul Davenport expressed approval for the plan in
principle, as did the Students' Union in its submission
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to this Task Force. Variations on income contingent
plans are currently operating in Sweden and
Australia.

The Task Force is doubtful that an Income
Contingent Plan such as that proposed by Dr. Stager
can be implemented at this time. Serious questions
remain regarding the short term financing which
would be required, and the evidence is not conclusive
that a plan would be self sufficient over any number
of years. Income contingent plans are based on
principles, however, which should be better
represented in the current system. Repayment
periods should be more flexible, and basing
repayment on income levels could have beneficial
effects in terms of increasing accessibility to students
from lower socioeconomic backgrounds, enhancing
academic freedom by limiting the pressure to select
a profession with higher income potential, and by
reducing pressure on graduates to find work
immediately in occupations outside their field of
study. While it is recognized that opposition exists to
tying loan repayment to income tax, it is felt that
such a change would greatly reduce the number of
students who default on loan payments and whose
debt must be paid by the government.

Recommendation #25
That flexibility be enhanced in loan repayment
schedules and that repayment be made through a
surtax on federal income tax which would be
dependent on income level.

Recommendation #26
That Athena Advanced Education coordinate a study
designed to examine the feasibility of an "income
contingency" model for handling the repayment of
student loans.

iii. Default

The issue of defaulting on repayment following a
postsecondary undertaking has become a "hot potato"
in the discussion around student loans. It is too
frequently used as the measure of how expensive our
Loan Plans are and the sacrifice made by the
tarpayer for the ungrateful student. Headlines
declare that $960 million in principal and
accumulated interest have been lost by the program in
its twenty-eight year history. One article declared
that "in some cases the department simply lost track
of people after they left university."
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Recommendation #27
That the Students Finance Board take ac,..rt& it, in
its policies and procedures, of the fact that there are
major discrepancies in delinquency rates across the
diversity of postsecondary institutions.

While students must appreciate the reality of
accumulating debt, the Students Finance Board will
need to be prepared to change its approach, to reflect
the federal government's philosophy of the need to
invest in intelligence for the future of our country in
the world as it unfolds and to honour the commitment
to lifelong learning.

EINVERSITh °MATING EXPENDITURES PER STUDENT Ili 195243 AIRS ESTIMATED TO RE:

'Total Operating Expenditures St1,596-

Alberta Topayet Conttibutfon ,$1,436 81.3%

Ftuiding from Rees for lustrucflen $14598 I-34%

Funding from Other Student. Fees 5224

Feeding tkOM Otiter Sources 5133 2.9%
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CONCLUSION

The more of its population able to benefit from postsecondary education the greater the benefit to society.
Individuals prs-

41 ')(4

from exposure to higher education through personal growth, greater problem solving
skills and ..4 cial opportunities. Society as a whole gains from their participation and dissemination

. Research and learning generated in the process of participation in postsecondary education
in economic growth and enables society to be competitive in today's technological world. Thus
participation in postsecondary education has both private or personal benefits and public or "spiller'
benefits".

Four themes emerged from the discussions and reports received by the Task Force: a change in student
population creating students with special needs (single parents, mature students with families, students of
minority groups and international students) the outdated criteria used by both the University and the
Students Finance Board with respect to these students; the lack of communication with respect to policies
on scholarships, bursaries and emergency finding; and finally the apparent lack of flexibility in dealing
with students with special needs.

The majority of students at the University apparently manage their available resources without great
difficulty. It is to the pockets of real need and the hope for the future that this report is directed; to
students who must have adequate and realistic information and to governments and postsecondary
institutions who will need to understand diversity and be flexible enough to respond to change with insight
and creativity.

It is the opinion of the Task Force that students who are willing to battle the extraordinary challenges laid
before them to achieve success and attain a more satisfactory life are to be encouraged in every way
possible. This begins with financial support.

The Government of Canada believes it has a role to play in promoting excellence and
supporting provincial efforts to improve the acquisition of knowledge and skills. These
are essential elements of our future prosperity and economic security... the goals and
objectives of learning are much broader than just a high standard of living. They include
a good ivality of life, an equitable society and the goal of learning as a valued end in
itself...for ours to become a learning society" one of our priorities must be to ensure
access to lifelong learning opportunities for all Canadians, including those who have thus
far been underrepresented, such as the economically disadvantaged and persons with
disabilities.

Robert de Cotret Secretary of State of Canada
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APPENDIX #1

TERMS OF REFERENCE: SENATE TASK FORCE ON STUDENT FINANCE
,

Objectives of Task Force:

1. To determine the issues involved in the financing of the education of
students at the University of Alberta;

2. To inform the University community and the community at large of the
findings; and

3. To make recommendations for possible action where indicated.

Terms of Reference:

1. To define what is meant by "student" at the University of Alberta;

2. To determine the cost of post-secondary education at the University of
Alberta (including items within and outside the control of the
University):

tuition fees
other fees
text, supplies etc.
cost of living (housing, food, clothing, other)

3. To describe the resources available to students:

personal resources (parents, employment, savings, other)
scholarships (based on scholarly achievement)
bursaries (based on need)
loans - Student Finance Board, Student Financial Aid and
Information Centre

4. To compare the costs and resources developed under items 2 and 3 at
the University of Alberta with other major Canadian universities.

5. To assess student need and evaluate the effectiveness of resources.

6. To make recommendations to students, University, Community.
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APPENDIX #2

The Task Force held its first meeting on 28 November of 1991 at which time the Terms of
\-K r, Reference w rawn up and a time line defined. Interviews were subsequently held with

471'21 if
of various groups on Campus -- Student Awards, Student Financial Aid and

/414)..In .g on Centre, Disabled Student Services, Native Student Services and the Centre for
Cooperative Education.

As the second semester opened in 1992 calls for submissions were placed in The Gateway and
FOLIO and letters sent to all Deans and Chairs asking that informatk- about the nature and
objectives of the Task Force be disseminated to the students so that they would feel free to come
forth with personal anecdotal material, be it written or oral. The Clubs Commissioner of the
Students' Union sought input from all clubs and associations on the Campus by way of a
newsletter. Letters were sent to the Metis Nation of Alberta and the Alberta Indian Association,
as well as the Alberta Teachers Association, the Alberta School Boards Association, and the
Alberta Conference of School Superintendents. High School Counsellors were consulted about
financial barriers to access. Information was received from the Edmonton Social Planning
Council, Alberta Family and Social Services and Edmonton Social Services.

Submissions were received from a number of sources, representative of individuals and groups
around the University. Many of these presented their information and concerns personally to
the Task Force as a whole. Interviews were conducted by members of the Task Force with
Faculty and administration thought to be most closely involved with the financial concerns of
students. Interviews were audio-taped with the permission of the persons concerned. Alberta
Advanced Education was contacted and gave suggested readings. The Alberta Heritage
Scholarship Fund provided information. The Students Finance Board were helpful and
enlightening and met on three different occasions with the Task Force. The International Centre
at the University was generous with its staff time and material; always ready to answer
questions. The Students' Union provided support and analysis through Dale Hemmerling and
Vince Beristain of the Research and Information Centre.

Telephone contact was made with many areas of the University -- the Administrative Offices,
Registrar's Office, Physical Plant, Faculty of Extension and the Comptroller's Office.

Dale Olausen of the Office of Budget and Statistics accumulated twenty-five year trends and
devised statistical graphs for the Report.

Universities in other parts of the country were contacted for relevant information; tables and
charts of comparative costs consulted. An extensive literature search was undertaken which
revealed the lack of research and writing done in Canada in the area of student finance.

The Task Force met as a whole or in part in response to the need until October, 1992.
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University of Alberta
Office of the Registrar

Winter Session 1991/92

Undergraduate Student Course Load
Degree Program Students

APPENDIX #3

Term 1

Number of Courses Number of Students

1 1547

2 941

3 2504

4 4828

5 9061

6 2567

7 635

8 58

Term 2

Number of Courses Number of Students

1 1591

2 954

3 2179

4 4662

5 8640

6 2345

7 746

8 117

Source CARS data base, 26 March 1992, SCARD 409
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1.10: Part-time university enrolment, by level, 1972 to 1990.
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1.12: Proponlon of pan-time university enrolment, by age group, according to
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The University of Alberta has long had a tradition of welcoming students
from other countries. They make a substantial contribution to the entire

University community. The value of a university education is enriched and
broadened by an international perspective.

With a number of competing elements the University is attempting to focus
its priorities and to clarify its objectives. To aid in this process the
following policy for international students is proposed.

A. Goals

1. To provide Canadian students with the opportunity to interact
with students from other countries to become more aware of Diner

cultures and of international issues.

2. To meet the moral responsibility of the University to assist in
the process of international development.

3. To promote international understanding and goodwill by being a
generous host to international students and making them full
particinants in the university community and in Alberta society.

8. Otiectives

1. To strive for student representation from as many countries and
cultures and in as many fields of study as possible.

2. To have sufficient international students to make a significant
impact on undergraduate and graduate programs including quota
faculties and to monitor enrolment in this regard.

3. To actively encourage the selection of students from less
developed countries through scholarship and other financial
support.

4. To provide the following services to international students:

a) basic information prior to departure for Canada to assist
in preparation for arrival

b) arrangements for airport reception
c) orientation programs
d) assistance with immigration procedures
e) emergency financial assistance
f) assistance with preparation for returning to their home

countries
g) student advisirg and counselling

S. To encourage the presence of spouses and children of married
international students and work towards their integration into
university and community life.

6. To promote activities that encourage friendship and interaction
among international and Canadian students, particularly through
direct support of International Student Centre and other
international programs.

7. To provide assistance for graduate students from developing
countries to do thesis research in their home countries wherever
practical.

8. To develop and actively support exchanges and other programs that
encourage Canadian students to study, travel and work in other
countries.

9. To work towards the abolition of differential fees for
international students and the removal of barriers to students
and their spouses seeking temporary employment while in Canada.

4 4.

APPENDIX #4
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Office of the Registrar
APPENDIX #5

Canada ToG 2N17 Administration Building, Telephone (403) 492-3113

Schedule of Fees
Winter Session 1991/92

A) Undergraduate Students

1. Instructional Fees: Are assessed on the total number of units of course weight in which the student is
registered.
Fees Per Course/Credit:
- 3 units of course weight $ 14130
- 6 units of course weight 282.60

Fees Per Course/Audit:
- 3 units of course weight $ 70.65
- 6 units of course weight 141.30

Cost of a typical full course load (Winter Session):
- per term (15 units of course weight) $ 706.50
- per session (30 units of course weight) 1,413.00

Program maximums are in place for the following only:
Per Term Per Session

Medicine & Dentistry (all years) $1,031.55 $ 2,063.10
Medical Laboratory Science (3rd year) 343.85 687.70
Dental Hygiene (all years) 687.57 1,374.14

Post Graduate Medical Education (per year only) 287.50

2. General Fees
Full-time

Term Session
Part-time

Term Session
Library & Computing Services $79.00 $158.00 $26.00 $52.00
Students' Union 27.75+ 55.50+ 13.00+ 26.00+
Athletic Services 31.00 62.00 31.00 62.00*
Health Services 12.00 24.00 12.0() 24.00*
Student Services 17.00 34.00 8.50 17.00

Totals $166.75 $33314
* optional
+ slightly different rates for BEd (AD), ED 35, Dentistry, Methane, and Law students.

B) Graduate Students
Each degree category has been assigned a "program" fee, which covers the basic instructional cost per stu-
dent for that program For more information please contact the Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research, 2-8
University Hall, Phone (403) 492-3499.

C) Unclassified Students

Pay only Instructional Fees and the Library & Computing Services Fee.

D) Visa Students

Pay an additional 100% of instructional fees.
4'
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NATIONAL TUITION AND EXTRA FEE FIGURES IN CANADA: 1989-92

LED WITH MEAN SUMMARIES BY: STUDENTS UNIONS RESEARCH DEPARTMENT.
1992t A 411T N STATISTC5CANADA.1989-92

APPENDIX #6

B C D E F I G H I
lJNN6lSIN Province Tinton Extra Fees Total Provincial Average Tuition Extra Foes Total

2 1 1 LIQ t 1989/90 1989/90 1989/90 1089/90 1990791 1990191 1990/91

3 Memcnallr'-Th' Newfoundland $1,280 $130 51.410 51.410 $1,344 5178 51,522
4 IFS REA. $1.720 $192 51.912 $1,912 $1,840 5212 $2,052
5 Acadia Nova Scotia $1,970 5120 $2,090 $2,125 5144 52,269

6 Un Iv. College of Cape Breton Nova Scotia $1,780 594 51.874 31,890 $1,992
7 Dalhousie Nova Sooda $1,710 $216 51,926 51.770 $243 52,013
B Univ. ol King's College" Nova Scotia $ ,807 $213 $2,020 $2,541 51.950 $294 $2,244
9 Mount Saint Vincent Nova Soot/a $1,780 5208 31,988 Nova Scotia 51.915 5208 $2,123

1 0 NS College of ht 8 Design Nova Scotia 51,950. 564 $2,014 52,066 $64 $2.130
11 Saintenne. Universite Nova Scotia 51,760 5125 51.865 $1,885 5176 52,061
12 St.Franck Xavier Nova Scotia $1,625 5103 51,926 52,100 $105 $2,205
1 3 Saint Mary's University Nova Scotia 51,760 $285 52,065 $1,950 5330 52.280
14 Moncton, Universite de New Brunswick $1,675 $68 51,743 $1,820 $68 $1,889
15 Mount Alison New Brunswick 51,935 5268 $2,203 $2,020 $2,135 $289 $2,423
16 New Brunswick New Brunswick 51,875 5574 52,449. New Brunswick 51,97$ $604 $2.579
17 St. Thomas New Brunswick $1,620 $64 I $1,6E14 51,710 560 $1,790

18 Bishop's 10Uatec $530 $340 5870 5900 5380 $1,260
19 Concordia Ovate° $450 $267 $737 5880 $287 51.167
20 Laval. Unl arena Quebec $550 $224 $754 5900 5216 $1,116
21 weir Guano $570 $471 $1,041 5781 $1,012 $483 51,495
22 Montreal, Universite de Ou4bec 5540 $40 $590 Oubbec 4944 $40 61.009
23 Oubbec, Uriversite du Quebec $500 $115 5615 $850 5115 I $965
24 Sherbrooke, Unlversite de Quebec ' $470 S250 $720 $820 $252 $1,082
25 Brock Ontario $1,518 $155 51,673 51,640 $157 $1,797
26 Carleton Ontario $1,517 $251 51,768 $1,638 $283 $1,921
27 Walsh Ontario $1.518 $294 $1,012 51,638 $293 $1,931
28 Lakehaad Ontario 51.517 $137 $1,654 $1,771 51,638 $205 $1,843
29 Laurentian Ontario 51,518 5174 51,692 Ontario 51,639 5229 $1,863
30 McMaster Ontario $1,516 5189 $1,705 51,637 5253 $1,890
31 Ottawa Ontario $1,517 $189 51,706 51.638 5217 $1,855
32 Queen's Ontario $1,517 5267 51.784 51.638 S406 $2.044
33 Ryerson Paired,. Inst. Ontario. $1.516 $223 51,739 $1,639 $237 51.676
3 4 wrvaste Province Tuition Ewe Fees Total Provkictaf Average Tuition Extra Fees Total
3 5 1989/90 1989/90 1989/90 1989190 1990/91 1990/91 1990/91
3 6 Toronto Ontario $1,520 $334 51.854 $1,640

[
5630 $2,270

37 Trent Ontario 51,517 $455 51 ,972 $1,539 $488 $2.127
38 Waterloo" Ontario 51.812 $183 $1,995 $1,771 $1,948 $187 $2,135
39 Western Ontario Ontario 51.517 $ 228 51,745 Ontario $1,639 $290 51,929
40 Wilfrid Laurier Ontario $1,516 5181 $1,697 $1,637 $196 $1,833
41 Windsor Ontario 51,517 5229 $1,746 $1,639 $274 $1,913
42 York Ontario $1,517 $272 $t,789 51,638 $287 $1,925
43 8randan Manitoba $1,238 5203 $1,441 $1 ,362 $203 $1,565
44 Manitoba Manitoba $1,332 5163 $1,500 $7,420 51,467 5168 51,635
45 wnnlpeg Manitoba $1,295 $93 "51.388 Manitoba $1,450 $93 $1,543
46 CollOge univ. de 5113anilace Manitoba 51,297 556 51,352 $1,458 565 $1,523
47 Regina Saskatchewan 51,480 $175 $1,655 $1,531 $1,624 $175 $1,799
48 Saskatchewan Saskatchewan 51.344 $62 $1,406 Saskatchewan $1,478 $63 $1,541
49 Alberta Alberta $1,069 $264 $1,333 5549 $1,229 5296 $1 ,525
50 Calgary Alberta $1,016 $147 $1.163 Alberta $1,158 $188 $1356
51 LeMbrid a Alberta 57.158 5263 $1.399 $1.216 5283 $1,499
52 British Columbia" 8r/tlsh Columbia 51,785 $118 $1.083 $1,046 $1,648 $90 $1,938
53 Simon Fraser British Columbia $1,660 $104 51.664 British Cloumbla 51,650 5126 $1.776
54 Victoria British Columbia $1,545 $140 $1,685 51,620 5144 57 ,766
55
5 6 National Maracas: $1,263 $178 I 51.441 51.409 5204 $1.613

er, BEST COPY Ankle r.



ERIC Si bpdpi Tuition 8 Extra Fees 89-92

K L M N 1 0 P Q
Jr*, 1 umeasrrY Province Provincial Average Tuition Extra Fees Total Provincial Average Average Tuition

'II i "-,- 1990/91 1991/92 1991/92 1991/92 1991/92 Increase 89/92

S M9a1100E , -1 Newfoundland 51,522 51.544 $124 51.668 $1,569 20.63%

4 I.tS P.E.L 52.052 52,120 3248 $2,368 52.368 23.26%
5 Acadia Nova Scotia $2,345 $161 $2.506 19.04%

6 Univ. College of Cape Breton Nova Scotia 52.160 31 12 32.272 21.35%

7 Dalhousie NovaScatia $2,195 $244 $2,439 28.36%

8 Univ. ol King's College" Nova Scotia 52.760 $2,392 $335 $2,727 $3107 32.37%

9 Mount Saint Vincent Nova Scotia Nova Scotia 52.105 $293 $2,398 Nova Scotia 18.26%

1 0 NS College of Art a Design Nova Scotia $2,266 564 52.330 16.21%

11 SainleAnne, Univershe Nova Scotia $2,035 3189 52.224 15.63%

12 St Ranch Xavier Nova Scads j 52.225 Si 30 $2,355 21.92%

13 Saint Mary's University Nova Scalia I 52.150 5349 $2,499 20.79%

14 Moncton. Universite de New Brunswick $1,915 $109 $2,024 14.337.

15 Mount Alison New Brunswick $2,170 52,355 $317 52.672 52,278 21.71%

'I 6 New Brunswick New BrunswIck New Brunswick $2,100 5418 52.519 New Brunswick 12.00%

17 Si, Thomas New Brunswick 51,810 580 $1,890 11.7335

18 Bishop's Quebec $1,375 $360 51,755 159.43%

19 Concordia Quebec $1,265 5253 51,518 181.11%

20 Lavat Unlversir4 Quebec 51,250 5222 51,472 127.27%

21 McG111 Mabee 51,159 51,397 5555 $1,952 $1,558 145.09%

22 Montreal, Universite de Quebec Quebec $1,374 $40 $1,414 Quebec 154.44%

23 Quebec, Univertite du Quebec $1,320 5115 $1,435 164.00%

24 Sherbrooke, Unlvershe de Quebec $1,170 5262 $1,432 148.94%

25 Brock Ontario $1,770 $165 51,955 1660%
26 Carleton Ontario 57,769 $310 52.079 16.61%

27 Guelph Ontario $1,770 $299 52.069 16.60%

28 Lakehead Ontario $1,833 $1,769 $217 $1,966 51,739 16.61%

29 Laurentian Ontario Ontario $1.770 $241 52,011 Ontario 16.60%

30 McMaster Ontario $1,767 5270 52.037 16.56%

31 Ottawa Ontario $1,770 5218 $1,988 16.68%

32 Queen's Ontario $1,770 5431 52,201 15.68%

33 Ryerson Palytech, Inst. Ontario 51.770 5272 52,042 16.75%

34 UNIVERSilY Province ProvIndal Average Tuition Extra Fees Total Provincial Average Average Tuition

35 1990/91 1991/92 1991/92 1991/92 1991 /92 Increase 89/92

36 Toronto Ontario $1,770 5950 32.720 16.45%

37 Trani Ontario $1,770 5568 52,338 16.68%

38 Waterloo" Ontario 51,833 52,094 5158 $2,262 52,224 15.56%

39 Western Ontario Ontario Ontario $1,770 $340 52.110 Oniarlo 16.68%

40 11111rtd Laurier Ontario $1,768 $212 $1,960 16.62%

41 Windsor Ontario 51,770 $345 $2.115 16.68%

42 York Ontario $1,770 5377 52,147 16.68%

43 Brandon Manitoba $1,562 $206 51,768 26.17%

44 Manitoba Manitoba 51,567 $1,756 5372 52.128 $1,851 31.63%

45 Winnipeg Manitoba Manitoba $1,710 $101 51,811 Manitoba 2.2.05%

46 Conga unlv. de SL-Bonllace Manitoba $1,742 375 51,817 34.31%

47 Regtna Saskatchewan $1,670 $1,896 5198 $2.094 $1,995 28.11%

48 Saskatchewan Saskatchewan Saskatchewan $1,830 $67 51,897 Saskatchewan 36.16%
49 Alberta Alberta $730 51,413 $384 $1,797 $844 32.18%

50 Calgary Alberta Alberta $1,364 $194 51.558 Alberta 34.25%

51 Lethbridge Alberta $1,392 5316 51,708 22.54%

52 British Columbia" Brine. Colintla 51,096 52,046 $94 52.140 57,273 15.92%

53 Shun Fraser British Columbia squish Columbia $1,860 5136 51,996 Balkh Columbia 19.23%

54 Victoria British Columbia 51.770 5158 $1,928 14.56%
55 L ...--

56 National Averages: I $1,604 $227 51,831 . 27.04%
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TOTAL

SFfl II L L
265 '315
210 210

405' r 50

J\ 25

30
35 45

615 6Th

The tool monthly budget guidelines for Stalk Soudan Away from Home is $60

more than dm of the Board.

a; Rem and unities is 550 mom than chat of du SFB:

Id Transportation cost is SIO more than the allowance of lie SUB.

This does rat include the full piernium of $27 /month Albs= Health Care for single

coverage and 375reach for Student and Employment Authurmenns which foreign

students have LO pay.

2. Single Student Lining with Parents

SEE LT of A

Rent 0 0

Food 165 165

Cathbg 10$ 50

Reardon 30

Miscellaneous 7.5

Transportation 3$ 45

TOTAL 305 315

The Mal monthly budgct guidelines for Single Stwirm Living with Parents x510

4110re than all of ehe Board. Transportation corn is SIO more than the 3.150.ance of the

SFB.

3. Single Parent with One Child

SEE ILoLii
Rem 530 530

Food 340 340

Clothing 200 100

Rene:aim 50

Macellamous 70
Thanspormoon 55 110

TOTAL 1,125 1,200

The total monthly midair budget guidelines for Single Parent with One QM is S75

more than than of the Board.

a) Clothing. Recreation aM Miscellaneous is3204MT dun the Board

Transporetdon emu doubles thud the SFB.

This dues not include 554Anondi Altera Health Cam fortaruly coverage and 575(titch

for indent and Employment Authorkadens which foreign students have to pay

Otilderc fee is aPPrOMMAILly 5145 for one child. a/ler goverracm subsidy.

4. Single Parent with Two Children

SEA

Rent 510 560

Food 470 470

Clothing 250 130

Rearmeon 60

Mucellancous 80
1511151tatapn 75 125

TOTAL 1,325 1,425

The tom/ monthly student budget guidelines for Single Parent wrath Two Children Is

5100 meet tan that of the Board.

a) Km is 330 more Man Mat of the SFB;

b) Clothing. Recmodon and Miscellaneous is S20 more than Om of the Board.

el Trinspanadon cost is $50 more than that of the Board

This doe ra Include 554/month AlbumHealth Can for Say covenge and S75iese

for Sondem Employment Authoriudons which (taw 'edema have to pay

Quids= fce is approximuely 5240 for two elnimen. after government subsidy

APPENDIX #7

5. Single Parent with Three Children

LEE II nfA

Rent 615 615

Foal 6C(1 600

Clothing 300 160

Rea-moon 70

Miscellaneous 90
Thanspcnation 95 140

TOTAL 1,610 1,675

The total monthly student budge) guidelines for Single Pr cm with Three Children

u 565 more tar that of the BOamt.

a) Codling. Rcemadon and Miscellaneous is $20 mom dun that ache Board;

b) Truisportadon is 545 mom than the allowance of the SFB.

This does rot include S54/month Altena Health Care for family covemge and STS /each

for Srudent and Employe.= Authodzadons which foreign students !um 45 pay.

Childcare fee is approximately S335 for three child:maim government subsidy.

6. Single Parent with Four Children

SEE
Rent 615 615

Coed 730 730

Clothing 350 190

Rem:mica 80

Miscellaneous 100
Transporranon 115 155

TOTAL 1,51D 1.870

4 r...

The tact moaddy nuelent budget guidelines for Single Parent with Four Children is

$60 mom dun that of the Board.

a) Caching. Recreation and Macellancous a $20 roam than that of the Board,

b) Transportation is $40 more than that of the SFB.

This dces not include 554/month Alt cu Health Cate for fondly coverage and 175mach

for Student and Employment Authorizations which foreign atualuct have to pay.

Childcare fee isapproximaely5335 for four children, after government subsidy.

7. Single Parent with Five Children

SZE LAU
Rent 7110 700

Food 860 860

Clothing 400 220'

Reermaion 90

Miseellaneccs 110
Transpormdan 235 170

TOTAL 2,095 2,150

The and monthly student budget giddelicses for Slagle Parent with Ave Chadren is

555 mom dun dm of Mt Board.

a) Clothing, Recreation and Miscellaneous is 520 more than that of Me Board:

b) Trumporonon is 535more dun it allowance of the SFB.

. This dots act include S54/monitt Atena Health Care for family coverege and 575/eaefi

for Said= zel Employment Authorizations which fcreign snidely/ have to M.

etude= fee is approdmately 5430 fa Eve cAddien. after gouemrrent subsidy.
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S. Married

BE
Oman
Remmuion

eMiscellaneous

4th No hildran

145

70

p

ri NIVIC

100

50

1,200

The may mon y student Witt pi:Mines for Muded with no Child= is 5140

more than that of the Boas&

a) Rent is 555 mote than that of the SFB:

b) Clothing, Raineadon and Miscellaneous is Rd mare than that of the Boards

e) Trenspanation is 520 mom than taco(thc SFB.

Thisdeco net Lielude 554/mcdth Alberta Health Care for family coverage and 575/each

for Student and Employment Authorized= whirl foreign madam have to pay.

9. Married Student with One Child

Rent 530 530

Food 530 530

Clothing 195 120

Recnemian 03

Nliscellanacias 80
Trenspccarom 90 150

TOTAL 1,345 1,470

The total monthly student Midget guidelines for Married with One Chid is 5125

more than that oldie Boort

a) bathing. Recreation and Miseelaneaus is 565 more than than of the Board;

b) Tnnspottdon is $60 mote than the maximum living allowance of the SR.

Than does tux incladc$54/month Alton Balch Care for family coverage and SI5feach

for Student and Basks:rem Authorizations which fcceign micas have to pay.

Cade.= the is pra:Irately 5145 for cue child. rod government subsi1y.

10. Married Student with Two Children

Bert 530 550

Food 660 660

Clothing 245 150

Romance 70

Miscellaneous 90
Traisporation 110 165

TOTAL 7.5I5 1,6195

The tool monthly scene budges guidelines fa Married with Two Oahu, is 5140

more than that of de Bond.

a) Rent is VA mere than that of the Board.

b) Clothing. Recreation and IlltheReneseus is 565 more than that of the Bead;

c) Transportation is 355 more than the allowance of the SFB.

Ibisdonmot Lauds 554faccth Athamflealih Ciro for larafty coverage and 575,3,.0

thr Student andEmployment Authecizazims which foreign odour have to pay.

Childcare fee is appradmamly 5740 for two children, after government subsidy.

11. Married Student with Three Children

Ell nada
Rent 615 615

Food 790 790

Ckding 295 180

Recreadocs 80

Pacellarecus 11:0

Transportuion 130 1E0

TOTAL 1230 1,945

The tool moulily student Ludy sidelines for ?Asada with Thee Chathen

5115 more that of the Baud.

a) Meting Reratitko and tacellareAdb 565 more than that of die Bards

b) TranspaYon u550 more than du allannee of de SFB.

This does not include 554knonth Ahern Health Care for family owesage and 575icach

for Student and Employment Authorise/ions which foreign students have to pay.

Cadarc fee is approximately 5335 for duce childmn. ,beer gov=ment subsidy.

12. Married Student with Four Children

'Lois
Rent 615 615

Food 920 920

Oohing 345 210

Reammen 90

Miscellaveous 110
Transportation 150 195

TOTAL 2,030 2,190

Tnc used monthly snidest budget guidelines for Named with Four Children u 5110

more than that of dm Bond.

a) Cambia& Rams:don and Miscellaneous d 565 nu= thandolor the Boat

b) Tramp:nada is $45 more than that of me SFB.

This does not include 554Pronth Alberta Health Care for farrely tentage and 575/evin

for &WM and Empbyreca Authorizations which foreign students have tom.

Childcare fee is approeimatc/y$430 for fear children, rim government subsidy.

13. Married Student with Five Children

MLA
Rent 700 700
Food 1.050 1.050

Coiling 395 240

Reemmico 100

Miscellaneous 120
Transpatadon 170 210

TOTAL 2,315 2,420

The teal monthly modem budget sudelina for Manned with Five °Cain is 5105
more than that of the Board.

a) Clothing. Rotation and Miscellaneord is 565 more dun that of the Board;

b) Mum :cosine is $40 mom than du: of the SFB.

Ibis does Dot include 554knonth Alb:tieHealth Care for family emerge and 575feach

for Student wiEmplosnonAuthotimions which foreign students have pay

Chaldaic fee is approximately 3525 for live children thee government subsidy.

The Ludy informaion u caws at the 6= of prindng but is pesicdially object

to &sage as deemed appreciate by the office to krill its role mdmision waeomat ozdate

studeIt dramisone beyvad its eccooL
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APPENDIX #8

THE STUDENTS FINANCE BOARD

The Stude ?ante Board is a body of nine public members and two student members appointed by the
tst*. vented Education. The Board is charged with the responsibility of administering Alberta's student
ams including the Alberta Heritage Scholarship Fund, and acts in an advisory capacity to the Minister

on matters relating to student financial assistance.

During 1990-91, 49,903 students received assistance amounting to $217,097,411 under the need -based programs
administered by the Board.

Supplemental Andianet Grant AseMlanea 1986 1991
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21.1 REAULAT15115 GOVERNING AWARDS

DOTE FROM THE UNIVERSITY SECRETARIAT: The question of awards for s.udents

carrying part -tine courseloads is under review.

Section 37(13(m) of the Universities Act empowers GFC to make rules and

regulations respecting academic awards. Responsibility as it concerns

awards For graduate students registered In the Faculty of Graduate Studies

and Research shall be delegated to the Graduate Faculty Council and
responsibility as It concerns all other students shall be delegated to the

Executive Committee.

Academic Awards

Responsibility. as it concerns all students other than graduate students
registered in the Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research, for making
rules and regulations respecting academic wards, shall be delegated by
General Faculties Council Io the Executive Committee.

Policy matters concerning academic awards for all students other than

graduate students registered in the Faculty of Graduate Studies and

Research shall be considered by General Faculties Council.

(GFC 02 DEC 1966)
(GFC 23 JUN 1925)
(EXEC 04 MAY 1992)

Also see Executive Committee. Section 59.

General Statement on Faculty Awards

For the 1980's a new Undergraduate Scholarship program shall be established
with awards based on academic attainment within the student's Faculty, the

scholarships to be designated as 'University of Alberta Faculty

Scholarships.'

It is recommended that sufficient funding be provided so that students in
the top S% of academic attainment within the Faculty can be rewarded.

It is recommended that the Board of Governors become involved with the
provision of additional funding.

(GFC 26 MAR 1980)

21.2 APPROVAL OF NEW AWARDS

Each new award shall be considered on its own merit, since the terms of all

new awards are referred to the Executive Committee of General Faculties

Council for approval; and it shall be understood that any award already

printed could be brought up for reconsideration.

(GFC 23 SEP 1968)

The Executive Committee will continue to receive information about all new
awards and publish each in the Calendar regardless of its value.

(EXEC 09 APR 1969)

When an award includes a condition of award or a Criterion of selection
which Is defined by the GFC Undergraduate Scholarship Committee as

discriminatory under either the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms or
the Alberta Individual's Rights Protection Act, the award nay be accepted
and administered by the University only if the award or the condition at
the time of establishment could reasonably be viewed as intended for the
benefit of a disadvantaged group. If the award is accepted under this
provision, the award will be reviewed at intervals not greater than IS
years by the GEC Undergraduate Scholarship Committee at which time It will
be recommended to the GFC Executive that the restriction be dropped if the
disadvantaged position is no longer present. Initiative may be taken by
the appropriate Faculty or by the Vice-President (Academic) to have a
specific award reviewed before IS years has elapsed.

(GFC 27 JUN 1988)

21.3 UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA UNDERGRADUATE AWARDS POLICY

1. Wass
The purpose of the University of Alberta Undergraduate Awards program
is to recognize and reward superior academic achievenent and to provide
support to undergraduate students to the maximum extent that financial
resources permit. The University offers a variety of types of awards
described using the terminology below. Scholarships and nedals, which
have as their primary criterion superior academic achievement, are
considered the most significant awards within the University.

APPENDIX #9

2. Definition of Awards

a. "AWARD" is a general term describing the presentation of an item
of monetary and/or other value to a person or persons. As used in

this document, its meaning will be restricted to awards made by the
Undergraduate Scholarship Committee, through the Office of Student
Awards, or any other University of Alberta body. The teen 'Award'

does not of itself carry any Implication of criteria used in the
selection decision, Including academic merit.

b. 'SCHOLARSHIP' Is an award given to a student on the basis of
overall superior academic achievement In a Faculty, Department, or

degree program. Secondary selection criteria may also be used.
A degree program may mean a full multi-year degree progran within
a Faculty or Department, or may mean one or more specific years
within a full multi-year degree program.

c. 'PRIZE' is an award given to a student on the basis of superior
academic achievement in a Faculty, Department, or in some other
Subdivision of a Faculty. For the purposes of prizes, a course
within the University Is considered to be an acceptable subdivision
Gra Faculty. Additional non-academic secondary selection criteria
may also be used.

0. 'BURSARY' is an award of any monetary value given to a student on
the basis of satisfactory academic standing in a Faculty and
demonstrated financial need. Additional selection criteria may
also be used.

e. 'NOMINATED AWARD' is an award for which Superior academic
achievement Is not the primary selection criterion used by a

nominator. A nominator must be a Faculty of the University of
Alberta, a Department or some other subdivision of a Faculty. or
the delegate of a Faculty or subdivision of a Faculty. It Is the
specific Intention of this definition that a nominator may not be
a person or donor external to the University of Alberta.

f. 'MEDAL' is a University medal, as described in the University of
Alberta Medal Policy (GFC 28 Feb 1983, EXEC 21 Mar 1983), given to
a student on the basis of overall superior academic achievement In
a Faculty. Department or some other subdivision of a Faculty,
provided that the Student maintains at least a satisfactory
academic standing in his/her faculty. Additional selection
criteria will DDS normally be used.

3. Policies

a. Only matriculation and undergraduate scholarships prizes, and
medals as defined above) which are awarded by the Undergraduate
Awards and Scholarships Committee through the Office of Student
Awards and which are awarded on the basis of a faculty, a

Department. or a degree program shall be entered in the University
of Alberta Calendar and on the academic transcript of in

undergraduate student, or appear in the Convocation program.

b. Unless otherwise Stated, students must have satisfactory academic
standing In their Faculty In order to be eligible to apply for or
receive an award. For the purpose of determining awards,
'SATISFACTORY ACADEMIC STANDING' in a faculty means satisfactory
as defined by the faculty In question. If no such definition has
been made by the Faculty, 'SATISFACTORY ACADEMIC STANDING" mans
being eligible to continue in or graduate from the program in which
the student is registered exclusive of those students allowed to
continue on probationary status.

c. 'SUPERIOR ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT" shall normally moan either of the
following:

I. overall GPA of 7.5 (first class standing) or higher In the
University; or

standing in the upper 10% of comparable students in a

Faculty, Department or other subdivision of a Faculty.

d. Appropriate secondary selection criteria may include community
service, community leadership, and financial need. Appropriate
secondary selection criteria may not include any condition defined
as discriminatory under the Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms.

4Y-
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e. he term residen of Alberta', when used as a condition of
eligibility for an award, shall be taken as the definition given
in the University of Alberta Calendar and used by the Office of the

istrar (currently 13.2.4).

f." Tom. T. mum annual value of

by t
/fpof Student Avand

lesser ace ml

subdivisions of ac s.

g.

h.

radoate award administered by
be determined from time to time

cholarships Committee. Awards of
feted directly by Faculties or by

To ensure that nominated awards conform with the University of
Alberta Undergraduate Armies Policy, all new award descriptions
submitted for review/approval to the Undergraduate Awards and
Scholarships Committee and GFC Executive must include general
selection criteria. Changes In criteria of approved awards must
be filed by the nominator with the Undergraduate Awards and
Scholarships Coornittee.

Eligibility for the following existing academic awards is open to
all undergraduate students, based upon outstanding academic merit.
Students who are enrolled In less than a full course load are
allowed to apply for these awards when they have accumulated the
equivalent of a full normal course load as defined by the Faculty.
In practice, for awards purposes, all those courses taken in the
terms used to accumulate the minimum number of courses for full
normal course load will be used to calculate the awards CPA. In

the case of the Leadership awards (eg, Lougheed. Hyndman) which
allow for a one time only application In a student's career, the
Policies and procedures will be adjusted so that students meeting
the academic and leadership criteria are assured that they will
have at least one opportunity to apply during their career.

I. Faculty Club Scholarship (I)
is. Peter Lougheed Scholarships (JO)

Lau *adman Edmonton Glenora (2)
Iv. Arthur Scroggie (I)
v. University of Alberta Undergraduate Prizes (30-40)
vi. University of Alberta Undergraduate Scholarships (40-50)
vii. Louise McKinney (21S)

1. Unless otherwise stated, selection for awards established orior to
J990-91. is based an the grade point average obtained on a full
normal load of academic work done at this University during the
preceding winter session (September to April). A full normal
course load Is that which is prescribed by the Faculty concerned
to be taken by the student during each academic year in order to
complete the degree program within the announced time period.

Where more than one Faculty is Involved, the definition of a full
course load shall be established by the Undergraduate Awards and
Scholarship Committee. Engineering students on the cooperative
studies program may present the equivalent of one academic year,
made up of two non-consecutive terms, but not including Spring or
Summer courses, in their application for awards.

J. All new awards established in 1990-91 and thereafter by the

University, unless otherwise specified by the donor. shall be

available to all meritorious students who have
completed the number

of courses defined in a normal, full course load. Students who do

nut complete this in one year may apoly when they have accumulated

the required number of courses.

k. In the case of department controlled awards, the department will
determine whether the awards shall be available to part tine, full

time, or students with a full normal course load.

1. Individual Faculties are requested to review their eligibility
criteria for awards to determine whether such criteria might be

adapted to make some awards open to part time and full tine

students, as well as students with a full normal course load as

defined by the faculty. Recommendations for changes should be
submitted to the Undergraduate Awards and Scholarship Committee.

m. Unless otherwise stated in the terms of any award, undergraduate
awards administered by the Office of Student Awards are tenable

only at the University of Alberta. Where an award is listed in a
particular faculty..it Is generally tenable only in that Faculty
(meet course prizes, which are open to any student registered In
that cours^). All monetary awards, except certain cash prizes, are

conting upon students proceeding with their programs at this
University in the Immediate nest academic term and are payable only
when students are In actual full time attendance at the University.

n. In order that funds may be broadly distributed, ne undergraduate
student may hold more than one University of Alberta major award
in any one year. The minimum value of a major award shall be
determined by the Undergraduate Awards and Scholarship Committee.
published annually in the Calendar and reviewed regularly by that

Committee.

o. For the purpose of awarding matriculation scholarships. the Office
of Student Awards will use a blended mark of two grades, teacher-
assigned and examination, as found on the high school transcript
from the Department of Education. These two grades will be

weighted equally.

p. The University assumes liability for the payment of scholarships.
bursaries, prizes and nther awards only to the extant that gifts

from donors or returns from particular investments for these

Purposes will permit

In assessment of demonstrated financial need students are

considered financially independent at age ID.

The Office of Student Awards may, at its discretion. publicise
awards available to University of Alberta students from sources
outside the University.

q.

r.

(GFC 30 MAR 1967)
(GFC 26 FEB 1990)
(EXEC IS OCT 1990)

21.6 SCHOLARSHIPS AWl COURSE LOADS

For the purposes of scholarships and awards the definition of a full course
load shall be left to the Faculty concerned with any particular scholarship
or award but where sore than one Faculty is involved the definition of a
full course lead shall be left to the discretion of the Undergraduate
Awards and Scholarships Committee or the Graduate Scholarship Committee.

UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA SUMMARY OF STATISTICS ACADEMIC YEAR 1991/92

PART 15 UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT AWARDS

TABLE 15.1

TOTAL NUMBER AND VALUE OF UNDERGRADUATE AWARDS

ACADEMIC
YEAR Entrance EEGS Misc

(GFC 28 OCT 1974)

Total Entrance Undergraduate Miscellaneous Total

3282 51,743,935 51,764,979 $496,016 54,004,930

3382 2,146,775 1,604,477 403,827 4,155,079

3887 2,436,157 2,489,782 4,925,939

5300 2,731,291 3,061,357 5,792,648

5362 2.829.391 3.27.4 22227 6.053418

4713 2,932,375 3.319,327 6,251,702

---------- Number& Avant ----

1985/86

1986/87

1987/88

1988/89

1989/90

199001

1716 1161

1956 1065

2212 1675

2298 3002

2347 3015

2369 2344

405

361
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SCHEDULE OF GRADUATE ASSISTANTSHIP PAYMENTS

Payments For One Term

(Effective September 1, 1992 - August 31, 1993)

HOURS PER WEEK

1 2 9 8 6 4 3

Step I 4297 3223 2865 2149 1432 1074
Step II 4490 3368 2993 2245 1497 1123
Step III 4692 3519 3128 2346 1564 1173
Step IV 4906 3680 3271 2453 1635 1227
Step V 5130 3848 3420 2565 1710 1283
Step VI 5363 4022 3575 2682 1788 1341
Step VII 5610 4208 3740 2805 1870 1403
Step VIII 5868 4401 3912 2934 1956 1467

NOTES:

a) Qualifying and Probationary students shall be paid at Step I only.
b) Master's candidates shall be paid at Step I and above.
c ) Students in PhD or other doctoral programs shall be paid at Step II and above.
d) Part-time appointments shall be made only for the hours per week indicated.
e) For each appointment, the first $125 per month ($500 per term) will be

designated as a bursary.



APPENDIX #11

INFORMATION REGARDING THE

RE DOES SS A GRAMA AWARD

PLEASE READ THIS BEFORE FILLING OUT APPLICATION

ELIGIBILITY
1, t,

II 4
be eligible for the award, a student must:

be registered in the Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research in a graduate degree program
for the term of application;

be studying in Canada as a Student Visitor possessing a Student Authorization from
Employment and Immigration Canada;

hold a University of Alberta Graduate Assistantship for the term paid from departmental or
faculty operating funds (not from research Mist funds or other non-operating sources) OR
hold a University of Alberta PhD Scholarship for the term (which contains an obligation to
provide one-half time graduate teaching assistantship duties);

be assessed fees for the term at the full Program Fee rate with 100% Differential Fees
included.

TERMS OF THE AWARD

1. The applicant must satisfy all of the eligibility criteria stated above.

2. The award is offered during Term I and Term II of the Winter Session. It is not offered during
the Intersession (May - August).

3. The actual value of each award will be determined when the number of applicants is !mown
for each term. Winners will be informed of the value of the award as soon as possible
following the deadline date given on the reverse side.

4. The maximum value for any award will be 50% of the Differential Fees assessed to the
student for the term of award, according to the following factors:

if the student's graduate assistantship is for the equivalent of eight hours or more per week
for the full term, the maximum value of the award is 50% of the Differential Fees assessed
for the term;

if the student's graduate assistantship is for the equivalent of less than eight hours per week
for the full term, the maximum value of the award is 25% of the Differential Fees assessed
for the term;

if the student holds a University of Alberta PhD Scholarship for the term (which contains
an obligation to provide graduate teaching assistantship duties of six hours per week for the
term) the maximum value if the award is 25% of the Differential Fees assessed for the term.

5. If the student's registration is changed during the term in such a way that the fees assessment is
reduced, the student shall inform the Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research immediately,
since the value of the award may need to be altered.

6. If the student's graduate assistantship appointment is changed during the term, the student shall
inform the Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research immediately, since the value of the award
may need to be altered.

r
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APPENDIX #12

LIST OF SUBMISSIONS TO THE TASK FORCE

The following people presented submissions to the Task Force, either in written form or orally to the group. Many
of them came as representatives of a group or an association and some had conducted their own research though
the distribution Of Ilquestionnaires.

40,4rlarameslu, Undergraduate student
Ms S Bertschi, Undergraduate student
Dr It Boehm, as Director, Native Student Services
Mr R Boissonault, as Vice-president, Students' Union
Ms J Bottorff, Graduate student
Mr B Caldwell, Director, International Centre
Dr CI Cheeseman, Assistant Dean of Medicine for Admissions and Student Affairs, Faculty of Medicine
Ms L Chen, Undergraduate student
Mr T Chalifoux, Aboriginal Law Students' Association
Mr R Chilibeck, Director of Student Awards
Ms S Cunningham, Aboriginal Students Council
Ms R Egan, Graduate student
Mr B Enge, Law student
Dr J Fast, Assistant Professor, Family Studies
Ms S Gallagher, Graduate student
Mr R Gibson, Northern Services Advisor
Ms D Handelsman, Undergraduate student
Mr F Hemingway, Chief Executive Officer, Students Finance Board
Mr D Hemmerling, Research Officer, Students Union
Ms J Hughes, Director of Training, Alberta Public Safety Services
Dr G Johnson, as Chair, Reports and Reviews Committee on Child Care
Mr MH Jones, Graduate student .

Mr S Karp, President, Graduate Students' Association
Mr L Laffrey, Education Abroad Advisor, international Centre
Ms A Lam, Graduate student
Ms D L'Hirondelle, Metis Nation of Alberta Association
Ms J Liu, Emergency Aid and Bursary Coordinator, Student Financial Aid and Information Centre
Ms B Lore, Financial Information Coordinator, Student Financial Aid and Information Centre
Mr J Mankoe, Graduate student
Ms K McDonald, Undergraduate student
Ms F McMillan, Undergraduate tudent
Dr PS Miller, Dean of Student Services
Mr H Oosterhoff, Undergraduate student
Dr AR Palmer, Professor and Associate Chair, Department of Zoology
Mr DC Paradis, APO Department of Zoology
Mr D Parks, Undergraduate student
Mr B Pawluski, Undergraduate student
Mr P Pearlstone, Assistant Dean and Graduate Registrar, Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research
Dr RE Peter, as Chair of the Department of Zoology
Ms T Sale, Undergraduate student
Mr J Sheridan, as Vice-president (external) Graduate Students' Association
Ms J Sprague, Director of Program Development, Students Finance Board
Ms R Stauffer, Undergraduate student
Mr B Tonge, Education Abroad Coordinator, International Centre
Ms S Umpleby, Graduate student
Ms J Vanderpost, Women's Secretariat
Ms K Webb, Graduate student
Mr D Weir, Program Coordinator, International Centre
Dr T Witbeck, Medical student
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